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Th e media has highlighted 2012: it’s an election year, a disaster fi lm, and an 
ominous date on the Mayan calendar. Wh ile we will experience certain rare 
astronomical events and the Mayan calendar will conclude, our ability to use 
this year to build toward an ever-changing world remains constant. If anything, 
this increased awareness of the importance for change and adaptability can be 
an unlikely benefi t from all the media hype. For Th e Fight Master, we are viewing 
2012 as a year with huge potential for growth, and one in which large amounts 
of eff ort need to be made to prepare the way for the future of this publication.

Internally, we are continuing to clarify procedural policy and push for ex-
panding our readership.  We also have experienced some personnel shift s that I would like 
to detail for you. Nigel Delahoy, our invaluable Art Director over the past two years, has 
decided to move on to other endeavors worthy of his many talents. Nigel helped to elevate 
this publication’s format tremendously over the past two years and will be greatly missed. 
Fortunately, aft er months of interviews and negotiations, I have the great privilege to intro-
duce our new Art Director, Jonathan Wieder. His professional background with a variety of 
national and international publications will be a great asset to this publication’s continued 
growth. His fi ne work is already evident throughout this current issue. 

Additionally, our wonderful Associate Editor, Sarah Beckerman, has had to take a leave 
of absence. We are sorry to see her go and will miss her keen att ention to detail, but we are 
in great hope that she will be able to return soon. Once again, however, fortune has smiled 
on us and I am happy to welcome Casey Kaleba to the editorial staff . His work within the 
professional theatre community, various stage combat organizations, and the halls of 
academia will undoubtedly serve to improve the level of quality we off er to the larger stage 
combat community.

Finally, this issue highlights the eff orts we are making to encourage more perspectives 
from stage combat practitioners around the country and worldwide. Th e Society of Ameri-
can Fight Directors was started in close collaboration with our English comrades-in-arms, 
and today maintains strong ties with international theatrical and stage combat communi-
ties.  Th e Fight Master seeks to be one more forum to exchange ideas, share opportunities, 
and strengthen the art form. Th rough increasing our readership and tapping into the wealth 
of information being generated globally, we are continuing to make progress in broadening 
awareness and collaboration among the many facets of stage combatants. 

In the coming months, additional steps are planned to continue increasing our global 
impact and national value. One of these goals is to begin more frequent communication 
from Th e Fight Master to you through Th e Cutt ing Edge, so look for additional correspondence 
from me beginning in the July/August issue. Increased interaction and collaboration with 
the members of the Society of American Fight Directors and other combat organizations is 
the key toward increasing Th e Fight Master’s impact on the larger theatrical community. Th is 
includes you as readers of this publication.

Please continue to spread the word about the value of this publication and let me know 
what you want to see. As we continue to build, it is vital that we hear from you about the issues 
that matt er to you most. Our readers and members are on the front lines of this industry and 
your thoughts, ideas, eyes, ears, and actions will continue to make this publication relevant 
to anyone utilizing stage combat as performers, choreographers, teachers, and audiences. 
Have  a great fi rst half of 2012: keep your hands busy, your hearts full and your eyes to the 
stars. I look forward to hearing from you.  

Michael Mueller, Editor
fmeditor@safd.org
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suBmission guiDeLines
Editorial and graphic content featured in The Fight 
Master is the product of contributions from SAFD 
members of all levels as well as from the global 
stage combat community. Participation is greatly 
encouraged and submissions are accepted on a 
rolling basis, with deadlines for the Fall and Spring 
editions occurring on June 1 and January 1 respec-
tively. For submissions by traditional mail, please 
send a shipping address request by email.

articles
Submitted material will be edited for clarity and 
length with the assistance and approval of the au-
thor. Articles should include a short biography 150 
words or less, as well as contact information. By sub-
mitting material to The Fight Master, it is assumed the 
author agrees the following:

•  All submissions are subject to editorial discretion
•  All work submitted is assumed to be the original 

work of the author, and The Fight Master will not 
assume any of the author’s copyright liabilities 
and publication rights.

•  Submissions must include any and all necessary 
supporting documentation (bibliographies, etc.)

•  Before publication, author must approve all 
changes beyond grammar and conventions

•  Submissions must be written in a clear and 
professional manner

•  No submissions defaming individuals 
by name will be published

•   Authors are assumed to be working toward
the betterment of the SAFD and, thus, will  
not be paid for submissions

Please forward submissions and questions to:
Michael	Mueller,	Editor
fmeditor@safd.org 

graphics
Both digital and traditional photographs are accept-
ed; however, resolution will play a factor in where, 
or if an image is used. All photos should be accom-
panied by the names of the performers w/ roles (if 
fewer than five are pictured), photographer, play, 
playwright, fight director, theatre company, and 
year of performance. Without this information, we 
can not give proper credit to the contributors and 
the picture will not be used.

Traditional images/negatives submitted by mail 
should be sent in an envelope clearly labeled 
“Photos—Do Not Bend,” with larger photos se-
cured between cardboard or foam core. Submis-
sions should also include a return self-addressed, 
stamped envelope.

Digital images must be submitted in an uncom-
pressed format (RAW, TIFF, PNG or TGA) on a CD 
or DVD if possible. Images that have been reduced in 
size to send by email will also be considered as long 
as a larger version exists that can be requested later. 
Please do NOT crop or alter photos. Touch-ups and 
color correction will be performed as needed.

Please forward submissions and questions to:
Jonathan	Wieder,	Art	Director
fmartdirector@safd.org
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website www.rc-annie.com.
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graphic design for his company, Reel Swords. Allen holds an Associates Degree in 
Theatre, a B.A. in Film, a Masters in Media Design and is an Actor Combatant with 
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Allen competed in sport fencing at the collegiate level before focusing his training on 
historical European martial arts and then later in Mixed Martial Arts. Allen has 
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Templar Nation is currently in production and is slated for release sometime late 2012. 
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Neither The Fight Master nor the Society of American Fight 
Directors is responsible for any claims made by advertisers, 
or any consequential damages as a result of errors, timeliness 
or misunderstanding of information published in the ads. 
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No part of this publication may be reproduced in any way or 
by any media without the written consent of the editor.
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Company’s production of Dunsinane was remounted again in 2011, 
which gave me the opportunity to firmly establish some of the train-
ing protocols. 

There have been many theatre and film productions that include 
archery in some form. The appeal of using this 12,000 year old 
weapon is compelling but as with all theatrical violence there is 
always risk. Probably the most famous dramatic archer is Howard 
Hill who played ‘Owen the Welshman’ in The Adventures of Robin 
Hood, 1938. Howard had incredible skill and was actually able to 
shoot into the reinforced target areas on the chests of moving stunt 
and extras, who were paid $150 an arrow! He also takes the credit for 
actually being able to shoot an apple off someone’s head. Thankfully 
this production didn’t require such remarkable skills.

Archery in Theatre 
b y  R u t h  C o o p e R - b R o w n

When asked to write this article for The Fight Master 
we had just presented an Archery in Theatre day 
for our company, Rc-Annie Limited. You may 
think this is a rather strange topic for a stage com-
bat class; surely the concept of using live archery 
in theatre is simply a bad idea. I too would have 

agreed until approached in 2010 by a Stage Manger who knew I had 
archery experience. She asked me to be the “expert” who would say 
“No” to a director wishing to shoot live arrows over the audiences’ 
heads! I dutifully did my bit and was surprised to be asked for a solu-
tion. So, I laid out the risks as I saw them and the training required. 
The next thing I know I am booked to do the job, and that’s how 
Archery in Theatre began in earnest for me. The Royal Shakespeare 
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protection, even with low powered bows. So, I approached this in 
the same manner as using a blank firing handgun on stage by never 
actually pointing at the “target person” but creating the illusion of 
targeting with angles. We also used a lot of full draws of un-notched 
arrows which looked very convincing to the audience but protected 
the on stage musicians and fellow actors while being “threatened” 
by a “drawn arrow.” 

After the safety aspects have been addressed as much as is reason-
ably possible, I needed to fulfil the aesthetic of the script. To ensure 
consistency and safe shooting from the actors I created a simple 
training program. After we had gone through all the basics of how 
to shoot, I could focus on making the actors quick and precise. I was 
very aware of the pressure on these actors to be accurate as the script 
demanded targets to be hit in full view of the audience. Thankfully, 
they were a group of competitive young men, which made it easy 
to train them through a series of contests and games. I would push 
them with strict time restraints until they could draw from the quiver, 
notch, aim and fire reasonably accurately within five seconds. I would 
also add extra challenges such as obstructions, varying distances, 
heights, target size and firing within close proximity of each other. 
The incentives to succeed were simple: who ever lost bought the rest 
a round of drinks and the best archer of each session would win the 
(small plastic) trophy. The greatest incentive of all, of course, was 
the prospect of performing in front of a live audience. All of which 
culminated in producing confident archers, as nothing was ever go-
ing to be quite as demanding as those training sessions. 

It was very important to me that the actors actually understand 
what they were doing. I wanted them to look as natural and comfort-
able with the bows as possible. Nothing stands out more on stage 
than a nervous actor fumbling with his props. A perfect demonstra-
tion of this was in rehearsal: a young actor had to “fake” notch an ar-
row and threaten another actor as he made his entrance. So, when we 
came to his bit for the first time, (the young actor having not trained 
with the others) he found that couldn’t reach the arrow in his quiver 
and so after a short panicked battle he resorted to bending forward. 
An instant later, he stood in a sea of arrows with quiver and bow at 
his feet completely at a loss as to what had happened. I like my ac-
tors to be able to string the bow, name the parts, notch, fire, retrieve 
arrows and move with them as if its second nature—as it should be.

Whenever possible I encourage actors to wear hand and forearm 
protection particularly in rehearsals when they are repeatedly shoot-
ing. Obviously in performance they are hard to disguise, however, I 
know actors who have used sticky plasters instead of clumsy finger 
Tabs and had long padded sleeves instead of bracers. Of course it’s 
always a compromise, but as long as you are aware of the risks then 
informed decisions can be made. Another point not to be forgotten 
is a good thorough warm up and cool down, particularly of the neck, 
shoulders, arms and back.

Storage and transport of archery equipment is essentially com-
mon sense: always keep them securely locked away, out of sight and 
out of reach. Taking them abroad can be tricky as you may need a 
license, depending on where you are going. Sometimes they are 
classed as Sports equipment, which can also be a cost consideration. 
If in doubt, call Customs and Excise and they will explain the process. 

I would like to stress that this advice is from my own research and 
professional experience and should be used as a guide to good working 
practices only. One other thing to add is to always have a paper trail, 
if you have to prove “good reason” for using weaponry. Having an 
ordered stack of paperwork is a good start. Finally, if you decide that 
you need live archery in your show then I strongly advise you to enlist 
an experienced action arranger to safely realise your vision. 

Speaking as a dramatic vio-
lence professional, not an archer, 
my approach is always from that 
of safety and then aesthetics. In 
theatre, we use fake weaponry for 
two reasons: it is perceived to be 
safer and cheaper. With archery, 
you often have to use the real thing 
with adaptations, as the bows will 
still have to fire and the arrows fly. 
I also like to ensure that the direc-
tors fully understand how the me-
dia will interpret any “incident” 
that happens in their production. 
Not so long ago, in the UK, two 
well-known theatrical organiza-
tions experienced unfortunate 
accidents with Blank Firing Hand-
guns. Our media grossly misrep-
resented these incidents as the 
actors having actually been shot. 
These episodes act as reminders 
that the media is happy to bend the 
truth into a sensational story at the 
expense of your reputation.   

The best way to approach any 
such job is to begin by examining 
the hazards and inherent risks in 
whatever you are being asked to 
deliver. Firstly, I considered who is 
in danger: the actors, technicians, 
employees and audience. Aware 
that this is a potentially lethal 
weapon, my first consideration 
was, how to reduce and control 

risk. So, to begin with we determined the location of the actors on 
stage when firing. We discussed making the set and key areas of the 
stage either arrow resistant or arrow receptive and considered ways to 
control access to the “danger areas” of the stage. As the set was quite 
raked, I could not afford any loose arrows, therefore every arrow had 
to hit a target and remain in place. We employed arrow catchers and 
traps, such as backstops made from straw and foam that would receive 
arrows on and offstage. To minimise ricochets and rebounds we ac-
tually had a wonderful tapestry screen purposefully built with a very 
dense foam inner to securely grip the arrows. We even added a small 
lip to the edge of the stage to stop and collect any rogue arrows: vital 
if you don’t want to hear claims of “audience member hit by arrow,” 
from a lone arrow lazily rolling off the edge of the stage onto their lap. 

There are several ways that you can minimise the risks when using 
archery on stage, depending on the needs of your production, such as 
using Flu Flu’s (the renaissance fair favourite) with oversized fletch-
ings to reduce the power of shot. Blunted arrows or rubber blunts 
(arrows with rubber stoppers) can be an effective option as can latex 
arrows, even using rigged nylon lines with custom arrows to ensure 
accuracy can be employed. Personally, I tend to rely on pointless but 
tapered (like a sharpened pencil) short arrows, which limits how far 
back they could be drawn. These combined with a child’s low pow-
ered bow help to take any real force out of the pull. 

We also had to address the issue of whether we could actually 
shoot at other actors onstage as suggested in the script. Obviously 
one cannot aim at a person without, at the very least, face or head 
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and many others, that term is defined by any number of medieval, 
straight, double-edged, single-hand or double-handed swords. 
When I first investigated stage combat organizations I was coming 
from a historic martial art background. I understood the “broad-
sword” to be a much different weapon, as did most of the martial 
artists and historian I knew. Why was there a difference? Why were 
stage combatants calling this weapon something completely differ-
ent from the rest of the experts? Who was right? Who was wrong? Did 
it matter? What exactly is a “broadsword?” The truth of the matter 
is that no medieval or renaissance sword was ever historically called 
a broadsword. The true broadsword was a much different weapon 
that did not make its appearance in history until the 17th century. 
Through researching, pondering and discussion of this subject I 
arrived at the conclusion that a change is needed in how we define 
these weapons. I think the stage combat community as a whole 
would be better served by changing the weapon known traditionally 
as “broadsword” to “longsword” or “arming sword,” respectively and 
reserving the term “broadsword” for those single handed basket-
hilted weapons of the 17th to 19th centuries.

As mentioned previously, stage combat organizations typically 
define a broadsword as any number of basic wide bladed, medieval 
straight swords. These swords generally come in single and double 
handed varieties, with a simple cross for a hilt. The broadsword cur-
riculum in most stage combat groups generally deal with the two 
handed sword, leaving the single-handed sword to be used in the 
broadsword and shield curriculum. This sounds simple enough, 
right? The truth of the matter is that no medieval sword was ever 
documented as being called a broadsword. There is also no evidence 
of the term being used in the Renaissance period either. In fact the 
only places we see the term being used in reference to medieval 
swords is in the stage combat and escapism camps, which is simply 
not a correct usage of the word. We know this because of medieval 

there are four major “camps” 
of individuals that are interested 
in historical armed combat and 
specifically, the sword. First are the 
historians. They are interested in 
the facts, figures, dates, places and 
individuals who utilized the sword. 
The second camp belongs to mar-
tial artists. They are also interested 
in facts, figures and dates but their 
primary interest is how the weapon 
was actually used in life and death 
situations. The third camp is made 
up of the escapists. These are fans of 

movies, books, comics, video games and other forms of entertain-
ment that may include swords and fighting. Their main interest lies 
in being entertained. The fourth camp is us, stage combatants. While 
we certainly have some interest in the attributes of the historians, 
martial artists and certainly the escapists, we primarily use the sword 
as a method to tell part of a story.  

A single individual is not limited to just one camp. Frequently, 
we will shift and possibly dwell within several at a single point in 
time; however, we generally will gravitate to one of the four camps 
that possess the most comfort or interest for us. If there is one com-
mon element among each camp it is that no one wants to be wrong. 
Over time, many things that were common knowledge have become 
altered, exaggerated, misunderstood or just flat out lost. This is the 
situation, we find ourselves with regard to the term “broadsword.”

Quickly, when you read the word “broadsword” what image pops 
into your mind? For most of us within stage combat organizations 
like The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD), British Acad-
emy of Dramatic Combat (BADC), Fight Directors Canada (FDC) 

The 
True History 

of the 
Broadsword

by Allen Johnson

g
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and renaissance documents that talk about swords, specifically the 
several fight books (fechtbucher) that describe their training and use. 
These volumes refer to the weapons as spada, schwert, svard, suerd, 
swerd, espada, esapadon, spadone, or epee. All these terms translate to 
“sword.” The two handed weapon can also be seen as langen schwert, 
warswords, epee du guerre, longe swerds, spadone, langenschwerter, grete-
swerdes, bastard swords/espee’ bastard, or twa-handit swerdis. These 
words translate to longsword, war sword, great sword and two-hand-
ed sword; nothing resembling “broadsword.” The Hispano-Italian 
sword master Pietro Monte wrote an encyclopedia of weaponry 
in 1509. There is no mention of a weapon labeled as a broadsword. 
Given the prevalence of this type of weapon all over Europe, it is 
therefore almost certain that the term was not in existence.

Many stage combatants and fight directors will contend that the 
term “broadsword” is merely a descriptive term used to keep things 
simple. The truth of the matter is that this over simplification only 
causes further confusion. One major problem is that not all medieval 
longswords were broad. Many had narrow, tapering blades that 
ended in almost needle-like points. Some of the later renaissance 
longswords had very narrow blades and would not be considered 
broad at all. Others started out broad at the hilt and then tapered 
sharply to the end. There was still another specialty type of longsword 
known as a tuck or estoc, which had a very narrow, rigid, edgeless 
blade with a sharp tip used to thrust into the gaps in armor. This type 
of categorization therefore only causes more problems than it solves. 
Viking sagas use many descriptive words relating to their swords; 
bright, wonder, mighty, shining; but we don’t call Viking swords 

shiningswords. If a document from Napoleon commissioning a spe-
cial lightweight saber existed, would calling these weapons lightsabers 
be appropriate? Not only is it incorrect and confusing, but the use 
of “broadsword” as a descriptive term is inconsistent with the rest 
of the established stage combat nomenclature. Rapier is a correct 
term; so are smallsword, quarterstaff and knife. We don’t call them 
skinnysword, tallstick or stortstabbyslicey. If we are going to call things by 
their real names, then let’s be consistent. The medieval two-handed 
sword is a longsword, hand and a half sword or a bastard sword. The 
medieval single-handed sword is just a sword or arming sword. But 
where did the term “broadsword” come from?

Past generations were not as concerned with categorizing their 
weapons as we are today. Each sword had it’s own set of particular 
strengths and weaknesses. When someone bought a sword it was 
usually in response to a particular need. The evolution of weapons 
was constantly shifting due to advances in metallurgy, changes 
and advances in armor, the emergence of firearms and occasion-
ally, fashion. Not all swords were suited to all tasks. For instance, 
if a soldier in 1600 Europe needed a sword to take into battle, he 
would not choose a rapier as it’s characteristics were inadequate for 
battlefield tactics. It is chiefly for this reason that the English sword 
master, George Silver, despised the rapier and its Italian tradition so 
much. Silver contested that a person should be trained in a weapon 
that was suitable for both the battlefield as well as civilian defense. 
In Silver’s first treatise, Paradoxes of Defence, published in 1599, he 
refers to his shorter, single-handed, wide bladed cutting weapons as 
“short swords.” A short sword was a double-edged weapon used for 
cutting first but was also capable of a good thrust. There was also a 
single edged variety that was known as a backsword, which was also 
frequently used and mentioned in these period texts.

From 1520-1560 we start to see a wide variety of what Silver called 
“single hilts,” also frequently identified as “basket hilts.” These weap-
ons were comprised of a series of bars or plates arranged around 
the grip, offering superb hand protection. Though early examples 
of these swords are predominantly English, they were frequently 
known then as a Scottish or Irish weapon. Cultures from all over 
Britain and Europe adopted similar designs at some point. The ear-
liest textual uses of the word “broadsword” or “broad-sword” as a 
proper name are mostly in references to the weapon of the Scottish 
Highlanders.

William Veitch wrote the earliest textual usage I am aware of in 
1678 when he described an attack by the Scottish Highlanders, “Hav-
ing their broadswords drawn, and cried ‘clymore’, and made at him.”1 
A few years later in 1687, Scottish fencing master Sir William Hope 
used the term in the title page of his book, The Scots Fencing Master, 
where he described “the way of playing with the Small Sword against 
the Broad.”2 Hope continued to use the term throughout this and 
three other documents that followed.3 He clearly defines the differ-
ent types of weapons used at the time:

“There are different kinds of Sword-Blades, some whereof are 
only for Thrusting, such as the Rapier, Koningsberg, and Narrow 
Three-Cornered Blade, which is the most proper Walking-Sword 
of all the Three, being by far the lightest; Others again are chiefly for 
the Blow, or Striking, such as the Symiter, Sabre, and Double-edged 
Highland Broadsword; and there is a Third Sort, which is both for 
Striking & Thrusting, such as the Broad Three-Cornered Blade, 
the Sheering-Sword with two Edges, but not quit so Broad as the 
aforementn’d Highland Broad Sword; and the English Back-Sword 
with a thick back , & only one good sharp Edge, & which with a good 
point, & close Hilt, is in my Opinion the most proper Sword of them 
all for the Wars, either a Foot or Horse-back” (sic).4

Above: An image depicting swordsman Donald MacBane  
using a broadsword. 

Opposite: A painting depicting a Scottish Higlander using 
Broadsword and targe. Painting by R. R. McIan, circa, 1845.
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to use ‘broadsword’ for anything other than the highland basket hilt 
sword or heavy cavalry sword of the Baroque period. Medieval cross 
hilts were never called ‘broadswords’; there were no ‘narrow swords’ 
during that time.”9 However, true to the established nomenclature 
of the stage combat camp, Lane continues to use the term “broad-
sword” in reference to medieval cross hilts throughout his book.

So where did things go wrong? How did we get from a clear in-
dication of a weapon called a broadsword to a vague and confusing 
descriptive term now associated with medieval longswords and 
arming swords? Obviously, it is difficult to reconstruct from history 
how certain etymological changes evolve, but through analysis of a 
few texts some possible conclusions exist. The loss of information 
regarding swords can be traced alongside their decline on the battle-
field, for self-defense and in private duels. By the 1800’s, the use of 
swords in combat and self-defense was rare. Firearms and artillery 
ruled the day and pistols became the popular dueling weapon of 
choice. In the 1890 manual, Broadsword and Single Stick, the authors 
indicate that the definition of a “broadsword” had been degraded 
to a much wider selection of weapons, than was described less than 
80 years earlier: 

“The word “Broad-sword” may be taken to include all kinds of 
cut-and-thrust swords. It is the generic term for ship’s cutlass, infan-
try sword, and heavy cavalry sabre, which are all cutting weapons, 
and, though varying in length and curvature of blade, can be used 
for pointing.”10  

Even with this more generic application for what was once a more 
specific term, there is still no indication of any medieval weapons be-
ing included in this category. It is certainly possible that continued 
misuse of the term caused the real nature of the word broadsword 
to be lost over time.  

English swordmaster, Zachary Wylde used the term in his 1711 
manual describing, “All the guards at Broad-Sword and Quarter 
Staff, perfectly demonstrated.”5 In 1728, the notorious Donald 
McBane wrote The Expert Sword-man’s Companion. Within the text he 
described an encounter with the Highland Scots, “At last they cast 
away their muskets, drew their Broad Swords and advanced furiously 
upon us.”6 In 1745, an observer named John Hume noted how the 
Scottish Highlanders, “always appeared like warriors; as if their arms 
had been limbs and members of their bodies they were never seen 
without them; they travelled, they attended fairs and markets, nay 
they went to church with their broadswords and dirks.”7 In 1758, an 
observer of the Battle of Quebec noted, “When these took to their 
broadswords, my God! What a havock they made! They drove every-
thing before them, and walls could not resist their fury.”8

Further evidence of the use of the term “broadsword” as a basket 
hilted weapon during the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries is overwhelm-
ing. Numerous broadsword manuals were published; Thomas Page’s 
The Use of the Broadsword (1746), Henry Angelo’s Hungarian and High-
land Broadsword (1790), an anonymous Anti-Pugilism: or, The Science 
of Defence…for the Practice of the Broad Sword and Single Stick (1790), W. 
Pepper’s An Abridgement of the New Broad Sword Exercise (1797), Row-
orth’s Art of defence on foot with the broadsword… (1798), John Taylor’s 
Art of Defence on foot with the Broad Sword and Sabre (1804), Thomas 
Matthweson’s A New Treatise on the Art of the Scotch Broadsword (1805), 
and many others previously stated and more unmentioned. There is 
no question that this is the weapon properly known in history as the 
broadsword and that the medieval single or two handed sword never 
had any period association with the term.

While this information may be new to some stage combatants, it 
certainly is not new to all. In Richard Lane’s popular book, Swash-
buckling, sword maker Dennis Graves is quoted as saying, “I refuse 
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Another document worth noting comes from a slim volume called 
Scottish Swords and Dirks by John Wallace. This book, published in 
1970, makes an interesting statement while describing the Scottish 
basket hilted weapons: “A basket hilt sword with a two edge blade is 
now referred to as a ‘broadsword’.”11 This information provides us 
with at least two possible scenarios. One, basket hilted weapons were 
known to scholars of the time by some other name and were being 
called by their proper name due to research similar to the evidence 
listed above. The second scenario is that the identifier of “broad-
sword” was to be applied to the basket hilted weapons, rather than an-
other previous, incorrect usage. Either way, the author is denoting a 
change in the nomenclature used for this particular weapon, and as we 
can see from evidence from historical records, it is the correct term.  

Notable sword historian Alfred Hutton supports the terminol-
ogy further by correctly naming and distinguishing the difference 
between a longsword (or bastard sword) and a true broadsword in his 
1901 book.12 He also makes no indication of a debate surrounding 
the names of the weapons. Egerton Castle, whose assumptions about 
much of the nature of medieval combat have proven to be incorrect, 
correctly uses the term broadsword as a basket hilted weapon in his 
1885 published book.13  It is the sword researcher, author and martial 
artist, John Clements, however, who specifically addresses the confu-
sion that has arisen from many misinformed groups. 

Above, left to right: Typical medieval longsword.  Frequently 
mistakenly identified as a broadsword; Typical medieval arming 
sword. Frequently mistakenly identified as a broadsword; A 
medieval arming sword that starts broad at the hilt, but then 
tapers sharply to a fine point; A medieval longsword that starts 
broad at the hilt, but then tapers sharply to a fine point; A 
renaissance longsword with a slender blade.

Above right: An image from Henry Angelo’s 1799 manual   
depicting the broadsword in use.

Opposite: A page from George Silver’s book “Paradoxes of 
Defence”, c. 1599.  Illustration showing an early basket hilt 
broadsword.
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“Modern use of the now popular misnomer, broadsword, actually 
originated with Victorian-era collectors in the mid 1800’s. Fascinated 
by all things Medieval, they described swords of earlier ages being 
“broader” than their own thinner contemporary ones…to refer to 
Medieval swords, whether of the one-handed or hand-and-a-half 
variety, as broadswords is inaccurate. This is commonly done every-
where from Dungeons & Dragons to video games and by everyone 
from fantasy sword merchants to stage performers, collectors and 
even historical combat societies. It is generally accepted but it is not 
correct.”14

SAFD President, Chuck Coyl15 expressed that his understand-
ing was that, “the use of the term ‘broadsword’ was inherited by the 
SAFD from the theatrical traditions of the 20th century.”16 Find-
ing a clear answer as to the origin of this confusion is unlikely, but 
somehow the terms have become confused to such a state that most 
people incorrectly identify medieval single and two-handed swords 
as broadswords. We, within the stage combat camp, are clearly in 
that category. So what does that mean for us?

The stage combat organizations like the SAFD, FDC and BADC 
generally have two main purposes. The first is to educate and train new 
actors, directors and others interested in dramatic combat. These or-
ganizations educate people in the safe execution of stage combat and 
effective methods of instruction. Like any other branch of academia, 
we have an obligation to teach people to the best of our abilities and 
with the most up to date information at our disposal. A medical uni-
versity that still taught out dated methods of medicine would quickly 
cease to be a desirable or reputable university. Frequently, programs 
will need to alter their curriculum in order to keep up with changes 
and advances in their respective fields of study. We have that same 
obligation. To continue using terminology that has been proven to 
be inaccurate is an affront to the legitimacy of our craft. A rose by any 
other name may still be as sweet; but if what we are smelling is really 
a tulip, who does it benefit to continue calling it a rose?  

The second main purpose of stage combat groups is to provide 
an arena where current fight directors, stunt coordinators and actor 
combatants can enhance and improve their skills in these arts. On 
the surface it might seem that when it comes to swinging a sword or 
throwing a hook, what one calls it doesn’t matter that much. As with 
academia, one of the ways to improve comes from further research and 
experimentation on existing and newly discovered aspects of the craft. 
We are fortunate to have at our disposal, dozens of historical fight 
manuals that can help instruct, inspire and direct the way we portray 
this historic art. By looking further into our past, we can better evaluate 
how to move into the future. Any changes or alterations we make are 
not indications of fault or weakness, but validation that this continues 
to be a living art form that can expand and evolve as new information 
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becomes available. The mark of the true scholar is one who has the 
ability to change their mind when presented with new evidence.

Mr. Coyl, said that no change has occurred in this matter primar-
ily because there has been no push by SAFD members or the larger 
theatrical community to alter it. He remarked that such a change is 
a possibility, but there would have to be “a perceived need from the 
theatrical community” to make the change.17 As it currently stands, 
the only camps still holding on to the idea of a “broadsword” as a 

medieval weapon are the folks in the escapism, and stage combatant 
camps. To those outside of these two camps, we come off as look-
ing silly and amateurish. To claim to have combatants, advanced 
combatants, teachers, directors and even masters of weapons not 
correctly identified is something that merits serious consideration. 
Such a shift in vernacular, from the current  “broadsword” to “long-
sword” and  “broadsword and shield” to “sword and shield,” would 
be quite simple. This change, however, must come from within each 
organization and will take time for the larger community to adjust. 
As SAFD President, Chuck Coyl remarked, “it will be the needs of 
the actor, director and playwright and the demand for safety that 
will determine what we do.”18  So, in an effort to grow our craft and 
continue to be considered the very top of our field, I encourage all 
stage combatants, fight directors and fans of the sword to use the 
correct terminology and encourage your respective organizations to 
do so as well.  By doing so, will enhance our learning and foster more 
effective communication between all major “camps” of individuals 
that are interested in historical armed combat. 

Notes
1  Quoted in Claude Blair, “The word claymore” in Scottish Weapons and 
Fortifications 1100-1800 ed. David Caldwell, 1981.
2  Hope, Sir William, The Scots Fencing Master, 1687.
3  The three documents referenced are The Compleat Fencing-Master (1692), 
The Swordsman’s Vade-Mecum (1694) and New Method of Fencing [on the Art of the 
Broad and Small Sword] (1707).
4  Hope, Sir William, New Method of Fencing, Chapter VII, 1707.
5  Wylde, Zachary, English Master of Defence or The Gentleman’s Al-a-mode 
Accomplish, title page, 1711.
6  Quoted in, Highland Swordsmanship: Techniques of the Scottish Swordmasters
ed. Mark Rector, p.26. Chivalry Bookshelf, 2001.
7  Quoted in John Wallace, Scottish Swords and Dirks, p. 7, 1970.
8  Quoted in James Michael Hill, Celtic Warfare 1595-1763, 1986.
9  Lane, Richard, Swashbuckling, p. 212, 1999.
10  Headley, R.G.A. & Phillips-Wooley, C., Broadsword and Single Stick, p. 24, 
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11  Wallace, John, Scottish Swords and Dirks, p. 24, 1970.
12  Hutton, Alfred, The Sword and the Centuries, 1901.
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14  Clements, John “Medieval Swordsmanship”, p. 31, 1998.
15  Mr. Coyl expresses that his comments are his opinions only and not an 
official statement from The Society of American Fight Directors.
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Die Schlachtschule, or The School of Battle, is dedicated to recreating 
the lost martial arts of medieval Germany. We offer books teaching 
everything from grappling and dagger fighting to combat with 

spears, pollaxes and swords, both in and out of armor. 
See our entire selection at:

www.lulu.com/spotlight/hughknight
or visit our web page to learn more about what we do:

www.schlachtschule.org

Above: An image from Fiore de Liberi’s, “Flos Duellatorum”, 
c. 1410  manual. Longsword technique with the Italian term 
“spada” highlighted.

Opposite, top to bottom: A reproduction of an early 
broadsword. Hilt made by E. B. Erickson and blade by Angus 
Trim; Detail of an early 18th century Scottish broadsword. Hilt  
made by E. B. Erickson, blade by Angus Trim; Antique Scottish 
broadsword.
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M
ovies and television shows of-
ten treat armor as mere costume, 
ignoring the very real function it 
played in medieval combat and 
the effect it had on the form of 
that combat. How often have we 
seen an unarmored Robin Hood 
slash across the belly of one of the 
Sherriff ’s armored soldiers with 

a light one-handed sword causing the soldier drop to the ground, 
dead, while Robin dances easily away from his better-equipped foes? 
How often does the hero put on his helmet while getting ready for 
the fight, only to remove it just when he really needs it? How often do 
we see weapons and techniques intended to be used against lightly-
armored troops employed against enemies in full plate? Viewed cor-
rectly, armor can enhance a storyline and create much more realism 
by defining the nature of the weapons and tactics used to defeat it.

Scholars break the armor worn in the Middle Ages down into 
three general periods: The Age of Mail, which ran from the beginning 
of the period until around the first quarter of the fourteenth century; 
the Transitional Period, which started around the first quarter of the 
fourteenth century and lasted until roughly the end of that century, 
and the Age of Plate, which lasted from the end of the Transitional 
Period until the end of the Middle Ages.

The labels of the first and third periods should be self explana-
tory. The Transition was a time of experimentation in which armor 
changed and developed a great deal in a relatively short period of 
time. Early transitional harnesses were mostly mail with a few 
plates of various materials (including brass, horn, iron and leather) 
added as reinforcement.1 Armorers tried many different ideas as the 
period progressed, until, by the end of the period, full harnesses of 
plate were being worn with small patches of mail sewn to the arming 
garments underneath to give some protection to the gaps between 
plates in the armor.2

The nature of armored combat changed as the armor itself did: 
This should be no surprise, the contest between offensive and de-
fensive systems is as old as warfare, and continues even today. Early 
medieval warriors depended largely upon spears and arming swords 
(meaning a one-handed sword) used with shields. Figure 1 shows 
foot combat with arming swords and shields from the thirteenth 
century.3

Arming swords were not capable of cutting through mail or 
plate armor, but they could damage the wearer underneath. When 
striking the helmet, the sword could stun the victim, allowing the 
striker to finish him off at his leisure. Mail was flexible, so it protected 
marvelously against the cutting action of swords but the percussive 
effect was little diminished. Thus, bony targets over which the mail 
was stretched more or less tautly were particularly susceptible to 
percussive sword strikes, just as the head was. In the famous twelfth-
century troubadour poem Be’m plai lo gais temps de pascor, Betrand le 

Born speaks of “hacking heads and arms,” and indeed, these were 
ideal targets for arming sword strikes. Mail, unlike plate, was also 
susceptible to thrusts, so thrusting techniques were very common. 
During the battle of Benevento in 1266, the French found they were 
having difficulty killing their German opponents using normal cuts 
because the Germans were wearing plates over their mail, so they 
switched to thrusts into the armpit and had much better results.4

As armor got better, weapons and the way they were used had to 
change in order to overcome the superior protection. In the four-
teenth century, swords for use in armor gradually changed from wide-
bladed cutting (striking) weapons to a more pointed design optimized 
for thrusting, and the cross section of the blade changed to more of a 
diamond shape because it gave a stiffer sword which made for better 
thrusts. In addition, longswords, or so-called “hand-and-a-half ” 
swords, became much more common. These were swords that could 
be wielded one handed, but were really designed to be used with both 
hands on the hilt. Longswords became popular because the superior 
armor of the late fourteenth century obviated the need for shields and 
because two-handed weapons were much more effective against the 
new armor.5 Heavy two-handed swords called “swords of war” were 
tried early in the Transition, but were soon replaced by longswords 
because their heavy cuts were found inferior to thrusts.

By the Age of Plate, arming swords were of relatively little use in 
armored foot combat and were primarily relegated to use on horse-
back where the need to control the horse meant that a one-handed 
weapon was necessary. Mounted combat is beyond the scope of this 
article, but we know from books like Dom Duarte of Portugal’s Bem 
Cavalgar that the forward momentum of the horse could be used to 
add enough impetus to a sword stroke to make the arming sword 
a useful weapon. On foot, however, arming swords were usually 

Swords in Armor

Robin Hood Got It Wrong
by Hugh T. Knight, Jr.

Figure 1: The Age of Mail
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relegated to unarmored combat. In armor, the longsword was the 
usual sword of choice when a longer weapon (e.g., a spear or pollaxe) 
was not being used.

Other than the fact that swords were used more for percussive 
effect than as cutting implements, none of what we have discussed 
so far is probably very surprising. What comes next, however, may 
surprise a great many people. The simple fact is that striking or cut-
ting blows with a sword, even with a longsword used with both hands 
on the hilt, would have very little effect on a man in plate armor. That 
is because plate armor is, for all practical purposes, invulnerable; it 
cannot be penetrated by any reasonable hand-held weapon (a fact 
supported by both modern experiments and historical sources). A 
very heavy blow to the head can still stun, and it might be possible to 
smash fingers, but most sword cuts/strikes would simply have no 
effect; many would barely even be noticed. Thrusts, as the French 

learned at Benevento, could still be very effective, but now they had 
to be aimed at much smaller targets - those few spots where the plate 
did not cover. These targets were not only small, they were constantly 
in motion as the wearer moved. How, then, to reliably hit a small 
moving target with your point?

The medieval solution was to use the left hand to grasp the middle 
of the blade so that the sword could be used like a short spear. This 
way the left hand could guide the sword’s point more precisely into 
small, moving targets, such as the palm of the hand or the inside of 
an elbow. We call this way of using a sword “halfswording.” Figure 
2 shows a picture of a halfsword thrust into the armpit taken from a 
sixteenth-century fighting manual written by Jörg Wilhalm.6

Before going any farther, we should address the first question 
that usually comes up regarding halfswording: How could they grab 
a sword blade in their bare hands (Wilhalm shows gauntlets, but 

Figure 2: Halfsword Thrusts
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other sources often show it barehanded) without being cut? Most 
people automatically assume the blades must have been dull, but, in 
fact, we know that halfswording was performed with sharp swords. 
One of the ways we can be sure of this is by reading instructions for 
halfsword techniques done in unarmored combat and examining 
the techniques used just before moving to a halfsword grip. For ex-
ample, in a book written by a fifteenth-century sword master named 
Sigmund Ringeck we are told to go from a slicing cut - one in which 
the edge is placed against the victim’s arm then sliced across it as you 
would carve a roast - to a halfsword grip for a thrust.7 We know this 
is an unarmored technique both because it is in the unarmored sec-
tion of the text and because of the slicing cut to the arm, something 
that would be useless against an opponent in armor. Since this kind 
of slicing action requires that the blade be fairly sharp, it naturally 
follows that the master is saying to grab a sharp blade in a bare hand.

A sword cuts with a sliding motion or with a powerful chopping 
motion. Simply grasping the blade in your bare hand may be uncom-
fortable, but you will not get cut unless you slide your hand along the 
blade. This teaches us an important lesson about halfswording: The 
left hand is used to guide the point, but does not help to drive the 
thrust. Experiments have shown that the best way to do this is to 
hold the blade firmly, but with a relaxed arm. The thrusting action is 
performed by the right hand8 while the left hand simply goes along 
with the thrust. If you try to use the left hand to aid in the thrust and 
your point hits a hard target (e.g., a breastplate), the left hand will 
slide backward along the blade and you will be cut. All of the students 
of die Schlachtschule are required to execute halfsword thrusts with 

a sharp sword into a solid target so that they know, from personal 
experience rather than just intellectually, that it can be done safely. 
None have yet been cut.

The sword can be used three different ways in halfsword combat: 
It can be used to thrust into the gaps in the enemy’s armor, as dis-
cussed above; it can be used as a grappling tool to assist with disarm-
ing and throwing your opponent; and finally, it can be used for what 
some medieval German masters called der Schlachenden Ort, or “the 
battering point.” This latter technique involves holding the blade in 
both hands and striking with the pommel as you would with a pol-
laxe. Figure 3 shows such a strike with the pommel.9 Note that the 
points on the pommel are there to make the blow “stick” better when 
it impacts the helmet because sliding would rob the blow of force; 
they are not intended to cause more damage in and of themselves.

The targets to be attacked on an armored man varied according 
to the type of attack. Pommel strikes can be used to the head in the 
hopes of stunning an opponent, to the fingers in the hopes of pre-
venting him from being able to use his hand, or to the articulations 
on limb armor in the hope that by damaging the articulations your 
opponent will have great difficulty moving his limb. Such strikes 
would never be directed against the body because the enemy’s breast-
plate would make that kind of attack completely useless.

Thrusts with the point are limited to gaps in the plate. The best 
target is the face because visors were usually lifted up or removed 
in serious life-or-death combat on foot to allow the combatants to 
see better. Face thrusts could be tricky, however, if the helmet was 
of a sort that allowed the wearer to turn his head easily, because 

Figure 3: The Battering Point
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Imagine the suspense that can be created if a knight starts a fight 
in invulnerable plate, but a heavy blow damages the lames of his 
shoulder armor thus creating a deadly gap in his defense which his 
opponent works to exploit. Or imagine the powerful drama that could 
be achieved by a surprise attack that prevents the hero from putting on 
his full harness (which takes some time and usually cannot be accom-
plished alone), thus putting him at a severe disadvantage. Consider the 
interesting opportunities for clever choreography that would exist in 
a fight between an armored combatant and an unarmored one; the 
unarmored man would be forced to rely upon a limited set of fairly 
technical halfsword techniques while the armored man could freely 
use faster, less finicky cuts and slices. Likewise, the armored man could 
ignore most incidental sword contact, while such would be dangerous 
to his unarmored foe. By exploring the realities of armored combat it 
will be possible to add to the drama of a piece rather than just treating 
it like mere costume with no bearing on the story itself.

In closing, I would like to tender my sincere thanks and ap-
preciation to Jeffrey Hedgecock (who made both harnesses in the 
pictures) and Darth Rimmer, the models in this technique sequence 
following this article, for taking the time to help with this project. 
The quality of their harnesses allowed me to show the idea of half-
swording with much greater accuracy than I otherwise could. 

Endnotes
1 NB: There is no such thing as “chain mail,” and there never was. The term 
originated with Victorian antiquarians who saw mail represented in different 
ways in various medieval manuscripts. They mistook this to mean that the 
artist was representing different kinds of armor, and so gave each a name—
banded mail, chain mail, etc.—when, in reality, only one kind of mail was 
used in Europe. Mail is derived from the Latin word for “mesh.” It consists of 
interlocking rings linked together to form a flexible fabric. Blair p. 20.
2 Edge & Paddock pp. 68-69.
3  NB: Although figure 1 shows bloody rents in the helmets, this is artistic 
license; early artists had no other way to distinguish between blows that were 
effective and those turned by the armor.
4  Oman pp. 502-503. Note that some authors argue that this was caused not 
by German plate but by their being in very close order; see France p. 283. 
5  Oakeshott pp. 301-303
6  Cod. I.6.2.3 fol. 20r
7  See Ringeck ff. 53r-54r.
8  No source ever shows or mentions left-handed halfswording; presumably, 
all combat was performed right handed.
9  Cod. I.6.2.3 fol. 5r.
10  Von Danzig fol. 58v.
11 Ibid. fol. 71v.
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by so doing he could cause the thrust to hit the side of his helmet 
instead. The palms of the hands, the insides of gauntlet cuffs, the 
insides of elbows, and the backs of legs (especially at the knee) were 
all ideal thrusting targets, if somewhat harder to hit and somewhat 
less lethal. The armpit, meaning the entire area not covered by the 
arm opening of the breastplate, was also an ideal target because of its 
size and availability since it has to be exposed during many actions. 
Knights were aware of this danger, however, and so usually covered 
their armpits with patches of mail called “voiders.” A thrust to the 
armpit was still good, but the nature of the thrust had to be a little 
different: In that case, you drive your point into the links of mail, 
then lock your hilt under your arm and use the strength of your legs 
and body to drive the point into your opponent. Mail skirts or mail 
breeches were often worn to cover the groin, so thrusts there were 
also limited, although in that case the percussive effects of a thrust 
could be effective.

The scenario posted after this article shows some fairly typical 
examples of the techniques for halfswording found in the German 
Fechtbücher (“fight books”), but it represents only a small sample 
of the literally hundreds of techniques to be found there. Note the 
progression of the kinds of attacks used: They start with thrusting at-
tacks to open targets, then, as they close and become entangled, they 
move to grappling actions, and finally they finish on the ground with 
daggers. One fifteenth-century master of combat, Peter von Danzig, 
tells us that if we cannot manage to make thrusting or striking attacks 
work we should switch to grappling techniques.10 He also said that in 
the end most armored single combats come to grappling and dagger 
work, but that the dagger should be left in its sheath until the fight 
goes to the ground.11

The most important point to take away from this article is that the 
nature of armored combat and the weapons used differ dramatically 
depending upon the armor worn by the combatants. We should not 
see a fight scene in which men accoutered in full plate harnesses use 
shields and arming swords, or if they are forced to do so by circum-
stance (e.g., they were mounted but both horses were killed), then 
the form of the combat should consist primarily of thrusts to gaps 
in the armor and grappling attacks. Cutting attacks to the body were 
simply useless in almost any scenario. Robin Hood was at a huge 
disadvantage when he faced the Sherriff ’s armored soldiers because 
any blow they struck would be deadly while his slashes could simply 
be ignored by his better-equipped opponents.

Too often the entertainment industry sees armor as mere cos-
tume, or panders to the myth that the unarmored fighter is at an 
advantage due to his lack of encumbrance. In reality, armor provided 
its wearer with an almost insurmountable advantage, and while an 
unarmored man might defeat one in armor, he would have to be 
extremely skilled, extremely careful, and extremely lucky, or there 
would have to be several of them working in concert, and even then 
one or more would probably die. We should also never see hero 
characters remove their helmets to fight. The actor’s face can be seen 
through an open visor almost as well, and that way we do not have to 
think of the character as an idiot who gave up a tremendous advan-
tage for the sake of vanity. Also, halfswording should be considered 
as an alternative and preferred form of combat between opponents 
in plate armor. There can even be a “teaching moment” in which one 
character proves to another that it is possible to grab a sharp blade 
without being cut and the advantages of doing so. Through this, the 
audience learns why the swords are being used in this manner, and it 
gives both an air of realism to the combat and an image of knowledge 
and professionalism to the character being portrayed that could not 
otherwise be captured.
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“stabover.”14 He first thrusts his point down over Jeff ’s arm, being 
careful to keep his point between Jeff ’s arm and sword, so that his 
arm presses against Jeff ’s arm, effectively jamming Jeff ’s attack. The 
second part of the stabover is shown in the next picture. 

In picture number three we see the completion of the stabover: 
Keeping his sword firmly against Jeff ’s forearm, Darth winds the hilt 
of his sword down so that his point is now aimed up under Jeff ’s paul-
dron (shoulder armor) into his armpit. Darth is careful to maintain 
heavy pressure on Jeff ’s forearm in order to keep it down. 

It would be difficult for Jeff to drive his point straight up in 
the direction of his initial thrust because of the pressure Darth 
is exerting against his forearm, but he can raise his arms, and in 
picture number four Jeff does so. Jeff can do this because when you 
wind upward you are opposing the vector of force from the side 
rather than directly opposing it. Jeff winds his arms up into the 
First Guard and prepares to thrust into Darth’s face over his arm 
from above, thus countering Darth’s armpit thrust and launching 

The following sequence of photographs will demon-
strate a set of techniques taken directly from medieval 
German Fechtbücher (“fight books”) such as the ones men-
tioned above by Jörg Wilhalm and Sigmund Ringeck. 

All of these techniques and their counters are authentic techniques 
passed down to us by real masters of the sword. This should serve to 
give the reader a glimpse of what a medieval duel in full armor with 
swords might have looked like.

In picture number one we see Jeff, on the left, and Darth, on the 
right, facing one another in guard, prepared to fight. Jeff is in the 
so-called Second Guard12 of the halfsword, and Darth is in the First 
Guard.13 Note that they stand facing one another as squarely as pos-
sible because their helmets will not permit them to look over their 
shoulders. Additionally, facing your enemy squarely protects your 
armpit better and presents the most surface area of plate possible. 

In picture number two Jeff attempts to thrust up into Darth’s 
armpit. Darth counters this attack using a technique called the 

A Representative Example  of Halfsword Techniques
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left leg by pulling with his arms and rotating his body sharply to his 
right.18 

Picture number eight shows the completion of the sequence. 
Darth has slammed face-first into the ground as a result of Jeff ’s 
throw. Before Darth can recover from the throw, Jeff drives his left 
knee into Darth’s back and reaches down to pull up on Darth’s hel-
met to pin him in place. He then pulls his dagger and thrusts into a 
convenient gap or gaps in Darth’s armor until he is dead.19 

Notes
12  Von Danzig fol. 63v
13  Ibid fol. 62r
14  Ibid. ff. 62r-62v.
15  Ibid. fol. 64v.
16  Gladiatoria fol. 9r.
17  Ibid. fol. 29v.
18  Goliath fol. 225r.
19  Gladiatoria 56v.

his own attack in a single motion;15 this idea of countering an attack 
and attacking in a single motion is characteristic of the German 
school of combat. 

Pictures number five and six must be viewed as one continuous 
motion: In order to counter Jeff ’s thrust, Darth hooks the point of 
his sword behind Jeff ’s left wrist and starts to pull down and forward, 
thus countering Jeff ’s thrust and breaking his balance at the same 
time.16 Without pausing or hesitating, Darth continues his motion 
by stepping behind Jeff ’s left leg with his right leg while, at the same 
time, hooking the pommel of his sword over Jeff ’s throat as shown. 
His intention is to rip Jeff backward over his leg using what is some-
times called a “back-lever throw.”17 

In picture number seven, Jeff counters Darth’s back-lever throw 
by dropping his sword and grabbing Darth’s right arm in both hands. 
He pulls Darth’s armpit over his own shoulder, lowering his shoul-
der first then pushing up to break Darth’s balance. Jeff would then 
step off to his right with his right foot while throwing Darth over his 

3 4

7 8

A Representative Example  of Halfsword Techniques
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speaking of his performance troupe, master sword choreographer, 
Tetsuro Shimaguchi (Kill Bill) said it best when he stated that he 
strives to “elevate what we do from choreography to art,” and that 
he prefers the term “sword artist” to fight choreographer. The lack 
of realistically weighted steel swords is another indication of this 
mentality. Instead, “action swords” (which are made of light metals, 
bamboo or plastic wrapped in foil) are standard equipment. While 
historically this approach may have become the standard for safety 
reasons, I would argue that the fact that they allow the actor and/or 
stunt actor to wield them on stage with a super-human speed and 
agility was also a key factor. Having done Tameshigiri (wet straw-
cutting) with a real Katana before, I can personally attest that Kata-
nas are not light swords. A great deal of their cutting power comes 
not only from technique, but also from their weight. Furthermore, 
they are meant to be wield with two hands; the left hand is held at 
the bottom of the hilt to generate power, and right hand is at the 
top to control and precisely direct the movement. Contrasting that 
real-use experience with the last theatre production I took part in, 
most of the choreography used not only one handed slashes, but 
overhead cuts that required the main actress to bend over backwards 
to cut at targets behind her. While this choreography looked great in 
the production, most of it would not have been possible with a real 
sword’s weight.

As a function of this difference in philosophy, unless directly 
instructed to do otherwise, eastern fight directors may be inclined 
to choreograph for an aesthetic ideal instead of a realistic portrayal 
of how the violence between characters would actually occur. De-
pending on the priorities of the Western director, this can be either 
a blessing or a curse. In the case of action films like Transporter 3, 
(which utilized Hong Kong’s Cory Yuen for fight choreography), it 
allows for the fight action itself to be the visual centerpiece. It was 
what most of the viewers consider to be the most memorable aspect 
of the film, and the reason why they go back to watch it again later. 
Directors who do not have that priority however, may see overly 
fantastic choreography as not just distracting, but as a cardinal sin of 
film making; stripping the audience of their suspension of disbelief. 
This is a conflict I actually experienced myself when I was asked to 
do the fight choreography for a short film in the states called Letters 
to No One (a post-apocolyptic short which required both empty-hand 
and found weapons choreography). Given the fact that the bulk of 
my stage combat training has been on a Japanese action team where 
we were taught to think “aesthetics-first,” I trained the actors to use 

A
s an american martial artist and 
action film actor training and working in 
Tokyo, cross-cultural (and multi-lingual) 
working environments have more or less 
always been the norm for me. As such, 
when opportunities to work in my own 
country began to emerge, I jumped at the 
chance, not just for the pleasure of working 

in my native language, but also to have a chance to compare and con-
trast experiences, particularly as they pertain to stage combat. What I 
came to realize is that while the cameras people use may be the same, 
as well as some of the techniques involved, there is also a wide range 
of differences. In the East, I’d often heard critics of western martial 
arts action call it “unimaginative,” “too simplistic” or complain that 
Western stunt guys “can’t move well enough.” Conversely, western 
critics of Eastern stage combat say that it’s “unrealistic,” “overly 
fantastic,” and “wire-happy.” Much like any other cross-cultural 
situation, these differences are oftentimes just a function of different 
perspectives, and with open communication can be understood and 
negotiated. For those who are willing to be patient and undertake 
the process, the things that can be learned from both cultures ap-
proaches and the amazingly unique results are often worth the effort. 
Here are just a few of the differences I observed:

Philosophy
one of the biggest differences I`ve noticed between action in 
the East and West is in the core philosophy of how the combat should 
be portrayed. In the West, approaches to fighting have always been 
rather pragmatic, and based on the philosophy of form following 
function. Eastern fighting systems (which were oftentimes tied to 
spirituality) were often regarded as functional expressions of art. As 
action cinema evolved on both sides of globe, this core philosophical 
difference has also lead to divergent interpretations of how violence 
should be portrayed on screen. Classic examples of this divergent 
approach is evident through historical action in Eastern films, like 
Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, and Hero, which are portrayed with 
an artistic and mystical element whereas Western historical films, 
such as Robin Hood or Gladiator are staged so that the fighting can be 
as real and accurate as possible.

In addition to Hong Kong and Chinese cinema, this emphasis 
on aesthetic, artistic, and sometimes mystical value in staged com-
bat can also be seen in Theatrical Japanese Swordplay (Ta-Te). In 

East vs. West
FourMajorDifferencesinFight

Action Interpretations
by Chuck Johnson
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bigger movements, and aesthetically appealing postures throughout 
the choreography. Once we started filming however, the director 
scolded the actors (myself included) because everything was “too 
big” and “too fancy.” He constantly insisted on “smaller, tighter and 
more realistic.” In order to get the desired effect, I ended up not just 
having to recant on some of the things I had told the actors to do in 
training, but actually change the choreography itself.

Camera Work
another clear difference that can be seen between fight 
action in the East and West is how the camera is actually utilized. 
While Western action will often use closer, tighter shots which allow 
the actor to show the truth of his or her struggle in his or her face; 
Eastern fight action (which is often based on kicking or weapons 
play that require full body motions) is generally taken from much 
farther and wider angles, necessitating the actor to act through his 
or her whole body. Whether the original Eastern fight action films 
from Hong Kong were shot with much wider angles and longer takes 
because of stylistic reasons or because that suited the whole-body 
long-distance movement style of the martial arts may be a matter 
of debate, but the fact of the matter is, it still remains in use today. 
This stylistic difference may also have evolved from Western culture, 
which dictates that the individual is of paramount importance and 
as such, so are individual facial expressions on camera. In the East 
however, the group generally comes first and as such, the portrayal 
of individual characters facial expression may not command the 
same degree of necessity.

Additionally, from what I`ve seen in Japan, film scenes are also 
generally shot piecemeal instead of using a single long master shot 
and cut-ins, as is commonly done in the West. This approach is most 
likely due to the fact that the films are generally shot on a lower bud-
get, and consequently digital cameras are used more than film. As 
a function of this style, cameras can be moved and angles changed 
more quickly. While a director may still be working against time 

constraints, they aren’t as limited in the number of takes as they 
would be with film. This approach was yet another important differ-
ence that I realized while working on that short film. As I was used to 
things being done on digital, when planning out the choreography, I 
was under the impression that we would be able to move the camera 
around much more than we were, and that the set up between takes 
wouldn’t take as long as it did. While ultimately we did still complete 
the shoot, it took more time than we had anticipated, and unfortu-
nately a myriad of elements within the choreography needed to be 
cut short.

Expectations on Camera
another major difference between the fight action in the East 
and West is expectations of the actor. In Japan, “action” is synony-
mous with martial arts, whereas in the West, that is not necessarily 
the case. In Hong Kong or Japan, for someone to be considered an 
“action star” they need to have a strong base of martial arts, a knowl-
edge of indigenous weaponry (for example in Japan, it would be Ta-te 
(theatrical katana swordplay) and a sense of the timing involved and 
adaptations needed to skillfully portray them on the screen. Given 
the wider angles used in the East, the burden of “true portrayal” of 
a fight falls much more on the actor and stunt actors in the scene, 
than on camera work and careful editing. Additionally, due to the 
emphasis on action being martial arts based, action cinema is usu-
ally done on a lower budget and stunt work in Asia may utilize less 
technical equipment and more physical skill from the stunt actors. I 
experienced one personal example of this difference while working 
on the film Jyuken Sentai Geki Ranger. While learning to do a ratchet 
pull stunt at the United Stuntmens Association’s International Stunt 
School in Seattle, we were trained on a hydraulic unit. For this film 
however (although the stunt fit the exact scenario I was trained for), 
a regular wire pull team was used instead.

Among those few Western stuntmen I`ve known who have come 
to Asia, working to meet this standard has been one of their greatest 

On the set of the 
Japanese film, Sukeban 
Hunters: Duel in Hell.
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challenges, and one of their greatest difficulties in finding work. For 
myself, it took roughly two and a half years of consistent training 
with a Japanese action team before I started to earn roles in films, 
commercials and television. Conversely however, while a Western 
action star or stuntman may not need to be an excellent boxer or 
kicker, they would be expected to know how to safely handle chore-
ography that utilizes broadswords, rapiers or any of the other heavy 
steel weapons that are common place in films such as Pirates of the Car-
ribean, Clash of the Titans or Lord of the Rings. For Japanese stuntmen, 
actors or even fight directors, who are used to lighter weaponry, (or 
may not be accustomed to the kind of equipment used in the states) 
this may be a challenge to be overcome as well.

Expectations Off-Camera
in addition to expectations on-camera, there are also various 
expectations off-camera. As a function of the fact that martial arts ac-
tion has evolved as a mainstream entity in Hong Kong, the position of  
“action director” on set (as a seperate entity from the director) 
evolved to fill the need as well. Once the “Kung Fu boom” began to 
go international, and martial arts action cinema began to spread to 
other areas of the Far East, the standard of having a separate director 
who steps in and takes charge just for fight and action scenes spread 
as well. While this is similar to the Western concept of 2nd Unit di-
rector, it isn’t exactly the same, as the “action director” specializes 
purely in the action scenes, and they direct those sequences even 
when the principle actors are involved in the shot.

On the set of an international production this role may also 
potentially cause conflict. Someone who is used to being regarded 
as a top-notch action director in Asian cinema may be relinquished 
to the position of just a fight choreographer in an American film. 
Examples of such occurrences can be seen with Yuen Woo Ping’s 
credit for The Matrix and Yuji Shimomura’s credit in The Warrior’s Way. 
Consequently, they may come on set expecting a level of respect that 
is more equitable to a director than “one of the fight guys.”

While all of these differences may certainly be important to rec-
ognize and keep in mind when planning or taking part in an interna-
tional project, they certainly do not mean that conflicts are bound to 
happen or that they can’t be rectified. As with working with people 
from a different culture in any field, it’s simply a matter of taking the 
time to learn about the other side’s perspective. In my own experi-
ence working in Japanese action cinema, I’ve come to realize that if 
a cast or crew member`s behavior or request doesn’t seem to make 
sense, it is probably due to a difference of culture and logic, and not 
necessarily a difficult personality. Furthermore, as the film industry 

becomes more and more international, the cultural differences that 
we face may become smaller. Eastern martial art films are continually 
exerting an influence on Western cinematic styles, and Western film-
ing styles and techniques are always finding their way to Asia as well.

The fact also remains that individual countries (and directors) 
also have their own unique styles, interpretations of fight direction, 
and personalities as well. The more we can effectively communicate 
and keep a cool head about it, the more likely we are to be able to get 
things done.

As anyone who has ever worked on a film can attest, there are a lot 
of things that can go wrong. Pressure from the film’s financiers, time 
constraints, sudden script changes, stunt injuries, and even weather 
are all factors that can not only affect the flow of a production but 
the stress level of all those involved. Despite that, we as actors, stunt 
players, production assistants and so on, still do have control over 
how well we communicate and relate to each other on set. It is this 
respect and communication between team members that still see 
shootings through to success despite all of the challenges we may 
face. On an international production where we are dealing with 
peoples from different cultures that may have different approaches, 
this communication is of particular importance. While that may 
mean going that extra mile to ensure that things run smoothly, it 
is going that extra mile that makes the difference between a good 
product, and an excellent one. 
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“muscle memory ” is a very useful term to instill the 
importance of repetition. As effective as it may be to 
motivate practice, it lends an almost mystical quality 
as to how it works. After a certain number of repeti-

tions the student assumes “muscle memory” will take hold. By show-
ing the process in which physicality is set into actual memory, this 
article will to demonstrate why only “perfect practice makes perfect.” 

First, the obvious, muscles can’t remember anything.  “Muscle 
cells contain contractile filaments that move past each other and 
change the size of the cell. Their function is to produce force and 
cause motion.” There are no neurons in muscle tissue for memory 
to occur. Physical memory is created instead in the Cerebellum, 
which stores learned sequences of movements, participates in fine 
tuning and coordination of movements produced elsewhere in the 
brain, and integrates everything to produce fluidity. Muscles need 
cells that can be constantly replaced and modified. It would be very 
frustrating if we relied on our muscles to remember physical activity. 
With the amount muscle cells need to turn over, we would constantly 
be relearning even the most basic actions. Instead muscles simply do 
as the brain tells them to do. 

Neuroscientists are starting to develop and use amazing tools to 
observe the brain in action, but our knowledge of the inner workings 
of the brain is still extremely limited. The prevailing memory theory 
consists of more than thirty years of work and intense research by 
a multitude of scientists in almost every field of brain study. They 
discovered that our ability to remember happens through a process 
based on an event called Long Term Potentiation (LTP). 

LTP happens over a wide range of mechanisms in the nervous 
system. It occurs in a variety of forms, which depend on the neuron 
receptor that is activated. Each form of LTP serves different func-
tions that are still not entirely understood. Neuron receptors are 
sites where brain chemicals released from the axons are accepted by 
the dendrites in the open space between neurons called the synaptic 
cleft. A common example that is widely known is the dopamine 
receptor that is activated by the release of the pleasure neurochemi-
cal dopamine. Memory receptors and chemicals are complex and 
numerous. (Example: Some forms are dependent on the NMDA 
neuron receptor, some on the metabotropic glutamate receptor, and 
some depend on other undiscovered molecules.) 

 There are two phases, early and late, that have three parts: Induc-
tion, where a short lived signal triggers that phase of LTP to begin; 
Maintenance, which corresponds to the persistent biochemical 
changes that occur in response to the induction of that phase; and 
Expression, which entails the long-lasting cellular changes that 
result from activation of the maintenance signal. All this, while lit-
erally hundreds of other proteins and enzymes are swirling around 
potentially blocking or impeding the process at any point. Even 
when LTP occurs, resulting in the beginning of memory, the brain 
has the option to delete. 

While it may seem like a maddening and impossible process 
of retention, this system is extremely effective and based on years 
of evolution. New organs, brain systems, and memory tools were 
laid on older pieces that sometimes stuck around, making a sort of 
Frankenstein’s monster. Having it difficult to remember and easy to 
forget allows the brain to maintain storage space for new informa-
tion while quickly filtering useless stimuli. If we remembered every 
stimulus, our brain would be overloaded almost as soon as we woke 
up. What this information highlights is that repetition is essential, 
because there is no guarantee of how much, if any, information will 
be retained on a particular iteration. The more you execute an action, 
the more pieces will be remembered. The reason you have to repeat 
something so many times is because the memory is encoded, as all 
memories are, over a wide variety of processing areas, not just the 
motor cortex. 

When you learn a physical movement, your body has to break 
down all the component parts and learn them one at a time. No 
matter how much of a multi-tasker you think you are, the truth is 
that your brain is rapidly switching from one thing to the next. For 
example, when learning to ride a bike we fall because we don’t know 

How muscle memory Works 
By	GREG	PolJACik	
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how to pedal, steer, and balance at the same time. We can only focus 
on one aspect at a time. After learning each aspect, the brain’s next 
step displays pretty awesome efficiency. All the commands necessary 
to balance, pedal, and steer get lumped together into one command: 

“Ride a bike.” Now the brain has room to enjoy the road and see the 
giant pothole in the path. Only using 10% of our brain should be 
viewed as a good thing, not a bad one.

Stage combat techniques use the same process. Simple actions, 
such as using the comparison of “walking” for “passing forward,” are 
put into a new context, with new vocabulary. The more similarities a 
new action has to other familiar actions, the quicker the new action 
will be remembered. Each time the body performs a movement, the 
cerebellum is triggering a similar network of neurons to evaluate and 
judge if the action is being done correctly. If practice is done without 
focus and is consistently sloppy, the only basis for comparison will be 
the sloppiness. This is also why students show immediate improve-
ment after watching a technique demonstrated or have the tendency 
to imitate the movement while the instructor is demonstrating. The 

“similar network of neurons” are called mirror neurons, which mimic 
and evaluate processes of both the individual and the person being 
observed. Even when the student is not physically moving with the 
instructor, as they watch, their brain is simulating the movement to 
the point where the muscles that would be needed for the action are 
being sent faint impulses in preparation. With physical movement 
the brain is doing its best to build the most complete blueprint pos-
sible for future use. 

 To build this blueprint a slow pace is crucial. Our brains have 
limits on how much and how fast they can process. Moving too 
quickly, the brain will miss the details from the process and only 
have the end product to judge. Absent the information in the middle, 
the brain will just make up what it thinks happened. This is called 
confabulation and we do it for every aspect of our lives. What we 
perceive as reality is actually a few solid observations combined with 
an overwhelming amount of guessing. Moving slowly, however, 
provides a full and thorough evaluation of what works and what 
doesn’t. Everything will not be retained with each repetition, which 
is why repetition is necessary in the first place, but a slower pace will 

embed a better quality blueprint in the brain because there will be 
more solid observations to build upon. 

Speed also reduces muscle development, which brings us back 
to the muscles of “muscle memory.” Muscles are all or nothing all 
the time. Every action involving muscles requires that every area 
needed for that action be stimulated to the fullest extent. Consistent 
use of a muscle area signals and promotes growth and development 
of more muscle fibers. Quick movements without finesse allow 
the larger muscle groups to overshadow the smaller groups due 
to momentum. The resources for new muscle fibers are also sent 
to the areas doing the most work, which leaves the smaller muscle 
areas with little to build on. Theses smaller areas provide the con-
trol, clarity, and intention of a well executed technique. Without 
consistent, focused use, the finer control areas don’t get a chance 
to develop. Imagine the fine movements of the fingers necessary 
to type quickly. When first learning how to type someone must not 
only look at each individual key, they likely will move their entire 
hand to input the desired letter. Allowing the heel of the hand to rest 
on the keyboard and only using the fingers to stretch and depress 
the keys feels foreign and difficult until the flexibility and strength 
develops to do so comfortably. Only when these muscles are suf-
ficiently exercised through consistent practice does speed and ac-
curacy improve. With more muscle fibers, in both large and small 
muscle areas, there is a greater need for more brain connections to 
relay the information. In this way the muscles are creating their own 

“memory.” Slow movement also allows the Cerebellum to judge as 
much detail as possible; thereby increasing the likelihood that good 
technique will be encoded. 

For a long time we have known, through experience and anec-
dotal evidence, that muscle memory existed, but we didn’t really 
know why. Science is now making new discoveries into this process, 
which provide new possibilities toward how we teach, learn, and 
execute movements in more engaging and effective ways. In the 
case of “muscle memory” we now know for sure that we have a large 
role to play in what actually gets encoded in our minds. It’s not just 
repetition, or practice, that makes perfect, it’s perfect practice that 
makes perfect.  

How muscle memory Works 
By	GREG	PolJACik	
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Safety is a fight choreographer’s primary concern in 
staging violence, but, when prop rental/purchase is out 
of their control, where does this responsibility rest and 
how should the issue be addressed? A few years ago, I 
was contracted to work on a touring production where, 

after everything had been staged, the producer sent the technical 
director to ask me if I would write a letter stating that all the replica 
firearms were “safe.” This was to make it easier for them to transport 

said props across state lines. My initial response was “no.” My sec-
ond response, after consulting with retired attorney, CT Andrew 
Hayes, was “unequivocally, emphatically, and absolutely under no 
circumstance would I ever put my name on such a document.” Addi-
tionally, he informed me that unless I was a licensed gunsmith, I had 
no real authority to offer a legal endorsement as to whether or not a 
prop gun was “safe”. While firearms maintain rules and regulations 
mandated by State and Federal laws, the same restrictions do not 

Protecting Yourself as  
a Fight Choreographer

by Darrell rushton
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apply to other weapons, such as swords. As a certified teacher, with 
years of experience and study with swords and a variety of manufac-
turers, I am in a much stronger position to determine the safety of 
a prop of this nature. Even so, issues can always arise which require 
reflection and clarification on the role fight choreographers play in 
the production process. 

Another experience I encountered, which brought this issue to 
the forefront of my attention, occurred when I was hired for a pro-
duction at a small SPT Equity Theatre, a theatre where I had worked 
on and off over the last ten years as both as an actor and fight chore-
ographer. I was familiar with their very low budget and necessity for 
both the director and producer to take on multiple responsibilities; 
acting in shows, helping build sets, serving on the board, etc. Over 
the years, I built both professional and personal relationships with 
each of these individuals. Now, I am familiar with the sage advice of 
“never going into business with friends;” but, in the theatre we are 
almost always working with friends, or working with people who 
become our friends. It’s such a collaborative art that its difficult, if 
not impossible, to work with people who are only co-workers. So, 
there is rarely a clear line drawn between business and personal 
relationships.

Due to my personal relationship with this company, I had 
already agreed to reduce my fee for the theatre. As a low budget 
theatre, they never had the money to afford a fight choreographer, 
and were not used to accommodating an expert who had opinions 
on weapons, style of fighting, and creation of the piece. How could 
they? Their last production of Macbeth had the producer design-
ing the sets and playing the title role. They ordered some replica 
swords somewhere cheap, and choreographed it all themselves. 
In short, they had very little experience collaborating, so I should 
have foreseen the trouble ahead. 

As we got into the production process, I had provided four cut-
lasses I knew to be stage combat quality. The trouble was that the 
producer, who was also playing the lead role in this production, 
was insisting on using a cutlass he had purchased. The crux of the 
problem was that I couldn’t sway him from his choice, and I couldn’t 
honestly tell him it was safe. This was also a theatre were I often 
worked, both as an actor and choreographer, so I didn’t want to 
jeopardize any future employment either. Beyond recommending 
he use the cutlass I provided, I felt at a loss regarding how to address 
this situation. This is where having a community/organization for 
support really demonstrates its worth. I emailed three of my mentors 
and friends, Fight Masters David Leong, Chuck Coyl and Richard 
Ryan to ask their advice on the situation. I received slightly different 
responses from each, but they all amounted to the same thing: 

It sucked to be me; they had been in my position before; gently 
make recommendations and leave it up to the theatre to decide what 
they want to do.

The situation was extremely frustrating, and unfortunately, not 
an uncommon problem faced by fight choreographers. Additional 
problems of this nature could be as simple as producers unable or 
unwilling to allow adequate rehearsal time, or asking why the ac-
tor’s couldn’t just slap each other on the face, or refuse to provide the 
necessary pads, swords, reinforced platform, (insert your problem 
with a producer here…), the list is endless. Ultimately, the largest 
struggle is when a company hires an expert and then chooses to 
ignore their advice. 

David Leong had great advice. He suggested that I take the 
Producer’s sword and use it against one of the ones I had provided 
to see how it held up. He also reminded me that there really isn’t 
ever ANY guarantee a sword is “safe” or “stage worthy.” Even the 

best blades from the best manufacturers have the potential to break 
on stage. Over tightening, misuse, wear and tear, and any number 
of other factors can contribute. Ultimately, David’s advice was to 
protect myself while ensuring the theatre that I was expressing 
these concerns for their benefit. Chuck Coyl had a similar per-
spective, and Richard Ryan took it one step further, adding the 
need to put in writing that I recognized the aesthetic value of the 
pieces bought, but also outlining my concern about the integrity 
of the weapons and consequently my belief that their use could 
compromise safety for the producer, other cast members and the 
audience. In conclusion, I did not advise using the sword they had 
purchased. Richard went on to say that as long as I advised against 
using a weapon for safety concerns, even if they use them, I had 
fulfilled my responsibility. 

So, upon taking their advice, here is the letter that I generated 
to state my position on this issue. Please note that this has not been 
looked over by an attorney, nor do I present this as legally binding. 
It’s not a boilerplate to be used, but might help as one example of 
how to approach this particular issue. I recommend anyone in a 
similar position utilize the services of an attorney to address their 
specific situation. 

I have enjoyed the collaboration with you and [Director’s Name] 
on this show tremendously, and look forward to working with you 
again. I trust you are satisfied with the work that I have done on the 
show, and ask that you please make sure I am informed if there are 
any issues during the run with the weapons, safety of the actors, or 
theatrical effectiveness of my fight direction.

I have taken the sword [you provided] and rounded the edge on the 
bell guard as well as the point with a flat file as you mentioned it keeps 
catching you when you carry it. The sword looks great on stage, and I 
think it suits the character perfectly. However, my concern regarding 
this sword is: that without clear knowledge of who made the sword 
and their reputation for making stage worthy blades, it’s impossible 
to know for sure that yours will stand up to three weeks of stage com-
bat. Nor is it possible to know how much the manufacturer will stand 
behind their product, should there be an issue.

For this reason, and after having observed its use in rehearsal, 
I still recommend you do not use this sword for any contact with 
another blade. I recommend you use the fourth cutlass [I provided]. 
I am only concerned for you and the other actor’s safety, and to make 
sure the theatre is not exposed to liability.

In closing, I reiterate how much I have enjoyed collaboration on 
this production, and hope that you have a great opening this Friday 
and a wonderful run. 

Here’s what happened: nothing. The director and the producer 
ignored my email. We never spoke of it again. They did not ac-
knowledge my opinion or switch out the sword, but I never have 
to go to court and say: “Yes, I felt, as an expert, that the sword was 
unsafe and I did nothing to notify the producers of the problem.” 
I was disappointed to be ignored, and I was equally fearful that 
this would negatively impact my future employment with them. 
It was extremely difficult to make the choice to send the email, in 
fact, it sat on my desktop for two days, but I just kept returning 
to the horrible possibility that the sword would break, someone 
would be badly hurt, and I would have said nothing. If placed 
in the same, or similar situation, I would make the same choice 
again. Even if the theatre never hires me again, I fulfilled my re-
sponsibility. My mentors had excellent advice for me, and your 
mentors will too. The more we work together to solve these kind 
of problems, and demand responsible behavior from produc-
ers, actors and each other, the safer and more effective our stage 
violence will be.  
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BY LINDA CARLYLE MCCOLLuM

M
iKe loades’ Swords and Swords-
men is the defi nitive source for 
anyone truly interested in the 
evolution of swords and sword-
play. Using historical figures 
from various periods and the 
extant weapons they owned or 
were associated with, he covers 
the history of sword fighting 
and warfare from the Bronze 

Age to the American Civil War. As a noted military historian, as 
well as director and action arranger, Loades examines how swords 
metallurgy evolved, how they were made, how they were carried 
and actually used in batt le. He uses not only the extant historical 
weapons from each period but art sources depicting their use and 
quotes from contemporary writers in the various periods under 
discussion. By examining specifi c batt les as well as actually doing 
hands-on experiments with facsimile weapons he proves his view 
on how the sword and combat changed through the centuries. His 
thorough yet concise fi rst person style makes the diverse information 
accessible and understandable to the reader.

Taking a brief look at King Tutankhamun, whom most have prob-
ably never thought of as a swordsman, one gets a preliminary view 
of how Loades approaches each period. Beginning 3,300 years ago 
in the Bronze Age with the military equipment found in the tomb 
of King Tutankhamun, Loades examines the two swords and the 
fi ghting sticks found in the nineteen year old’s tomb in Egypt. Th e 
tomb was full of military equipment, bows, arrows, spears, shields, 
axes maces, and daggers. Wall paintings show Tutankhamun hunt-
ing in a chariot and on foot and even shooting a bow while galloping 
in a chariot.  

Th e two swords found in the tomb and also seen on wall paintings 
are identifi ed as the khepesh, a long, narrow curved blade with the 
cutt ing edge on the outside and a polished ebony grip. Th e spur on 
the handle curled around the back of the hand and kept the sword 
from slipping when delivering cuts and the swelling of the grip where 
it met the blade functioned as a stop to the hand when delivering a 
thrust. A hook at the base of curved blade was used to catch the edge 
of an opponent’s shield and pull it down. Loades, in an enactment 
with a replica khepesh, revealed how ingeniously strong the design 
was since the straight section of the sword could be used to block or 
defl ect the thrust of a spear or a straight bladed sword.

Th e khepesh was brought into Egypt by the Hyksos, as were the 
horse and chariot and angular bow. Th e oldest khepesh was found in a 
tomb in Avaris and was in a leather scabbard. Its use changed over the 
years. For some it was merely a symbol of power or high status. Even 
though the khepeshes found in Tutankhamun’s tomb were blunt, a 
shield in the tomb shows Tutankhamun using the khepesh to slay a 
lion and a scene embossed on a piece of gold foil shows Tutankha-
mun smiting a enemy with khepesh. (Queen Hatshepsut’s temple also 
shows men fi ghting with a khepesh in each hand.)

The process during the Bronze Age of casting sword blades 
by combining copper and tin is examined. Wall paintings show 
metalworkers sitting around a furnace blowing through long 
pipes. Bronze weapons were cast in moulds of stone, sealed in 
clay and set upright in a bed of sand so gravity could assist the melt 
fi nding its way into every detail. Khepesh blades had deep grooves 
and ridges because they were cast. Some royal swords were cast 
in clay moulds. Th e form was carved in wood and pressed into the 
clay to make a mould or a beeswax model was placed in clay and 
melted with the wax running out a fl ue, which then could be fi lled 
with bronze. 

Two daggers were also found in Tutankhamen’s tomb. One was 
gold and one was meteoric iron, which was believed to have magical 
powers since it fell from heaven. Th us Loades moves on into the Iron 
Age by looking at the leaf-shaped xiphos used by Alexander the Great 
and cited batt les in Plutarch and Homer’s Iliad. 

At this time the metallurgy was not compatible with tapered 
points and blades were prone to bend and snap. Polybus’ in his 

A Review of Swords  and Swordsmen
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Histories describes soldiers having to straighten their bent blades on 
the ground with their feet. He ends the Iron age with the gladius that 
Vegetius described in the 4th century of the common era, noting how 
a stab penetrating a mere two inches was fatal while a stroke with the 
blade seldom killed.

With this same level of thorough investigation, Loades moves 
into the seventh and eighth centuries, continuing his discussions 
on how the sword was specifically used in battle, how the armor 
and shields evolved and the rise of single combat. In the fifteenth 
century he explores the fencing schools, which had been in exis-
tence since the thirteenth century, and were where one learned 
“defence” with swords, axes, knives, staffs as well as wrestling and 
horsemanship. The judicial duel evolved from the old right of trial 
by combat as a due process of law. The civilian duel begins with Cas-
tiglione’s Book of the Courtier, and in the mid seventeenth century 
the military backsword takes prominence under Oliver Cromwell 
when Civil Wars predominate in England. Cavalry swords, cup-
hilt rapiers, execution swords emerge along with a new model of 
army. Specific battles at Waterloo are also discussed in which Hus-
sar Henry Lane’s light cavalry sword known as M1796 was used. At 

this time Le Marchant‘s sword exercises for cavalry and the heavy 
cavalry sword that Henry Angelo discusses in his Bayonet Exercise 
are published. The final chapter involves J.E.B.Stuart and George 
A. Custer, best known for his battle at Little Big Horn, fighting 
opposite each other during the Civil War at the battles of Brandy 
Station and Gettysburg.

In addition to western styles, Loades also includes examination 
of the Japanese Samurai sword, their making, test cutting, polishing, 
sharpening, and fittings. Warrior Monks, training and armor and the 
Bushido warrior code of the samurai are also investigated as well as 
the Battles of Kawanakajima.

What is most surprising in this well documented look at the his-
tory of the sword, is that the general public has been brain-washed 
by what it has seen in films and television over the years. Seldom has 
the depiction of the sword in use been accurate, merely theatrical. It 
has all been about entertaining the public. But the public would be 
better entertained with the surprises that are in store for the actual 
use of the sword through the centuries. Swords and Swordsmen, with 
its incredible overview of the history of the sword, is a great single 
resource for anyone seriously into the swordplay. 

A Review of Swords  and Swordsmen
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boys put barely a dent on either. The weight and balance work well, 
with enough weight to feel like you want two hands on it, but light 
enough to use one.

The big question, of course, is where do these swords fit in your 
arsenal? While I doubt they’ll ever replace steel broadswords in 
professional productions, I could see these swords being used as 
training/sparring weapons, classroom weapons, and for use in youth 
theater training, like Shakespeare summer camp. These swords are 
ripe for the burgeoning re-enactment movement, and could be a 
welcome supplement to a stage combat course. Obviously, adequate 
body armor and especially face/eye protection (a fencing helmet, or 
martial arts headgear with a face shield) would need to be used for any 
kind of contact sparring. Outfitting a large class with broadswords 
can be a major financial undertaking: the relative price of these could 
make that much easier as well as alleviate potential liability issues at 
schools and universities. Having worked extensively with young ac-
tors in stage combat, I especially liked having these in class with my 
young ballet dancers. The light weight and lack of a thin edge allowed 
me to fear less for their safety, and gave them better control, safety 
in their exploration of the two handed broadsword. The lightweight 
also worked well for the broad spectrum of physical development 
typically found in young teenagers. If I was going to choreograph 
Macbeth with teenage actors, I’d much rather use these than steel. 
While I’m confident in my ability to keep my young actors safe, it 
would be much less nerve-wracking.

It would be ridiculous to compare these swords to any of the 
excellent replicas being put out by such armorers as Lewis Shaw, 
Denny Graves, or Neil Massey, but that’s not the point. These swords 
aren’t in competition with those fine replicas, but an alternative to 
be considered depending on your usage and/or budget. The choices 
in replica/stage combat swords have grown tremendously since I 
first entered the stage combat arena.  It’s nice to have yet another 
alternative. 

Cold hard Plastic
BY DExTER FIDLER

Let’s face it, there’s nothing like the 
feel of a cold hard steel broadsword in your hands. Of course, it’s 
also good to remember that the first swords weren’t steel; they were 
wood, stone and eventually bronze. So it shouldn’t come as a surprise 
that the further evolution for broadswords would be…plastic? When 
Cole Harkness, Manager of Victory Fencing Gear and a Bay Area 
Fencing Master, invited me to test-drive these new plastic swords, I 
was intrigued. (full disclosure: Cole Harkness was the author’s Fenc-
ing Master for many years…and best man at his wedding.)

Let’s be clear, though: as fun as these plastic swords are, they’re 
not toys, and the plastic is a high-impact blend designed to withstand 
repeated bashings; which it does nicely. The swords are constructed 
in two pieces, using a friction-fit curved cross guard and a single 
casting combination blade, handle and pommel. A first look at these 
swords reveals a nicely detailed casting – an intricate fluted pommel 
and a handle with a center line division much like you’d see on a his-
torical example. The blade has enough taper to feel like you could 
thrust with it. While it would be nice if the blade looked more like a 
double edge blade, the design helps the blade stand up to repeated 
contact. I brought these weapons into my class at San Francisco 
Ballet, and two weeks of extensive use by over-eager adolescent 

the sPeCs
available at Victory fencing gear 
(www.victoryfencinggear.com)
Length overall: 47'
Blade Length: 36'
Blade Width at forte: 1 ⅝''
Blade Width at tip: ¾''
Blade thickness ½''
Width at guard: 9 ½''
handle Length: 6 ⅝''
Pommel Length: 3 ¼''
Weight: approx. 1 lb.
Price: single broadsword 
$59.95, or $99.95 for a pair.
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Gregory Larson QS UA 
Zack Meyer  UA 
Stephanie Murphy  UA 
Aaron Pagel  UA 
Bruce Worthel  UA 
Claire Yearman  QS UA 

Cherokee Historical Association 06/08/2011
Edward “Ted” Sharon Dale Anthony Girard
Bobby Cassell  UA 
Taylor Chew  UA 
Jonathan Cobrda  UA 
Erick Crow  UA 
Austin Freeman  UA 
Michelle Honaker  UA 
Mackenzie Knapp  UA 
Clara Luthas  UA 
Steven Moskos  UA 
Zach Pappas  UA 
Abby Quinn  UA 
Logan Reid  UA 
Judith Roberts  UA 
Zachary Snyder  UA 
Andrew Tate  UA 
Kyle Walter  UA 
Marika Wiegand-Shahani  UA 
De Armond Williams  UA 

The Lee Strasberg Institute 06/20/2011
J. Suddeth J. David Brimmer
Ilmira Baranova  UA 
Yanina Eresina  UA 
Darla Krupnik  UA 
Hilde Skappel  UA 
Alexandros Styianides  UA 
Aein Zirdohi  UA 
Daniel Zovatto  UA 

Academy for Classical Acting 07/08/2011
Brad Waller Erik Fredricksen
Dana Block  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
William Bryson  BS BSS KN RD SS UA 
Mary Candler  BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Adam Donshik  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Jefferson Farber  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Suzanna Fox  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Carolyn Goelzer  KN RD SS UA 
Kelly Hogan  BS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Gwendolyn Kelso  BS BSS KN RD SS UA 
Matthew Pauli  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Rafael Untalan  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Mary Werntz  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Alyssa Wilmoth  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 
Harlan Work  BS BSS KN RD SS SMS UA 

Swordplay 07/20/2011
Joseph T Travers J. Suddeth
Kate Chamuris  SS 
Nick DeMarco  SS 
Quincy Ellis  SS 
Lisa Itabashi  SS 
Jordan Kaplan  SS 
Jack McKeane  SS 
Leyla Rosario  SS 
Lauren Salvo  SS 
Nodoka Yoshida  SS 

Fawn Ledesma  BS RD UA 
Noah Luce  BS RD UA 
Kyle McAuley  BS RD UA 
Chelsea Militano  BS RD UA 
Hannah Mootz  BS RD UA 
Mary Nyland  BS RD UA
Lauren Olson  BS RD UA 
Jorge Orozco  BS RD UA 
Stephanie Park  BS RD UA 
Kendra Pierce  BS RD UA 
Jacob Pressley  BS RD UA 
Alanna Reynolds  BS RD UA
Andrea Taylor  BS RD UA
David Troylor  BS RD UA
Caitlin Walraven  BS RD UA 
Donna Wood  BS RD UA 

Howard Community College 05/07/2011
Jenny Male Charles Coyl
Noah Bird  QS 
Cori Daniel  QS 
Brian Farrell  QS 
James Jager  QS 
Aaron LeKarz  QS 
Sam Mauceri  QS 
Chris Niebling  QS 
Jack Powers  QS 
Karen Schlumpf  QS 
Gavin Shown  QS 

Columbia College Chicago 05/12/2011
David Yondorf Drew Fracher
Nathan Allen  BS RD UA 
Kim Cahoon  RD 
Grace Gimpel  BS RD UA 
Liz Kummer  BS RD UA 
Ellie McPherson  UA 
John Pagano  SS 
Aydan Quinn  BS RD 
David Servillo  SS 
Joshua Wittneben  BS RD UA 
Daniel Zuniga  BS RD UA 

Virginia Commonwealth University 05/18/2011
Aaron D. Anderson David Leong
Marie Boyette  QS SMS 
Kevin Inouye  BSS QS SMS 
Matthew McKay  BSS QS SMS 

The Theatre School @ DePaul University 05/26/2011
Nick Sandys Charles Coyl
Celeste Cooper  KN RD UA 
John Crosthwaite  KN RD UA 
Pamela Davis  KN RD UA 
Joe Flynn  KN RD UA 
Cory Kahane  KN RD UA 
Mark Lancaster  KN RD UA 
Michael Olavson  KN RD UA 
Annie Prichard  KN RD UA 
Caroline Rau  KN RD UA 
Logan Sandridge  KN RD UA 
Emma Starling  KN RD UA 
Lisandra Tena  KN RD UA 

Fox Valley Repertory 05/28/2011
John Tovar Charles Coyl
Ed Dawson  UA 
Sandra Howard  UA 

2011
University of Wisconsin-Parkside 05/03/2011
Jamie Cheatham VII  Richard Ryan
Brittany Amdt  RD 
Chad Bay  RD 
Sarah Dill  RD 
Kevin Duffy  RD 
Karl GFall  RD 
Taylor Glowac  RD 
Bobby Johnson  RD 
Dan Kroes  RD 
Michael Pfeiffer  RD 
Rachel Sandlin  RD 
Ryan Shaw  RD 
Madeline Wakley  RD 
Anna Walaszek  RD 
Vernon Wienke  RD 
Mike Zimmerman  RD 

Duke University 05/05/2011
Jeff A.R. Jones  Richard Ryan
Jason Bailey  RD SMS 
Willson Buchanan  RD 
Patrick Campbell  RD 
Eric Foster  RD 
Derrick Hang  RD 
Robert Kollenberg  RD 
Jordan Parks  RD 
Kelly Richard  RD SMS 
Elizabeth Scott  RD 
Pamela Tucker  RD 
Cullen Wallace  RD 

Cornish College of the Arts 05/07/2011
Geoffrey Alm David Boushey
Robert Macdougall
N’tasha Anders BS RD UA 
Melinda Beck  BS RD UA
Ty Bonneville  BS RD UA
Brett Brennan  BS RD UA 
Jake Breslauer  BS RD UA 
Karina Brossmann  BS RD UA
David Brown-King  BS RD UA
Gianni Cicco BS RD UA 
Christopher Dodge  BS RD UA
Adam Drinkwater  BS RD UA
Noah Greene BS RD UA
Teresa Hancock  BS RD UA
Chris Hopkins-Ward  BS RD UA 
Allison Irvine BS RD UA
MacKenzie Jahnke BS RD UA
Caylean Jewett  BS RD UA
Kyle Johnson BS RD UA
Jeremy Jones  BS RD UA

Location Date
Instructor Adjudicator
Person Tested Weapons Proficiency

BS Broadsword KN Knife
QS Quarterstaff RD Rapier & Dagger
SS Single Sword SMS Smallsword
BSS Broadsword & Shield UA Unarmed
TFS Theatrical Firearm Safety

BP Basic Pass RP Recommended Pass

Put to the Test	
results of the safD’s skills Proficiency tests
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Matthias Fittkau KN 
Maximilian Flossmann  KN 
Kevin Foster  KN 
Dörte Jensen  KN 
Laudia Kunz-Sälinger  KN 
Kelly Mann  BS BSS KN RD UA 
Sebastian Rückert  KN 

Lincoln College 12/03/2011
John Tovar Charles Coyl
Kristin Craig  UA 
Courtney Jones  UA 
Nicole Ker  UA 
Tresa McBeath  UA 
Arica Sadler  UA 
Austin Schrader  UA 
Carson VanHorn  UA 

College of DuPage 12/05/2011
John Tovar Charles Coyl
Angela Aiello  RD 
Ethan Brennan  RD 
Chris Corrigan  RD 
Nathan Ellingsen  RD 
David Gonzalez  RD 
Kristin Herman  RD 
Tiffany Jasinski  RD 
Hannah Kim  RD 
Brian McLeod  RD 
Neal McMahon  RD 
Kyle Rearick  RD 
Adrienne Sanchez  RD 
Jeremy Silva  RD 
Benedict Slabik II  RD 
Dan Stromquist  RD 
Kiara Wolfe  RD 
Nicole Zare  RD 

Mary Baldwin College 12/07/2011
John Scheidler Joseph D. Martinez
Jarom Brown  RD UA 
Benjamin Curns  UA 
Asae Dean  UA 
Brian Falbo  UA 
Clara Giebel  UA 
Rebecca Hodder  UA 
Daniel Kennedy  UA 
Dane Leasure  UA 
Jessica Malicki  RD 
Celi Oliveto  UA 
Jamie Weaver  RD 
Jeremy West  UA 

Roosevelt University 12/09/2011
Neil B. Massey Scot Mann
Charles Coyl
Justine Albert  UA 
Isabel Arciniegas  UA 
Pablo Barajas  UA 
Anupama Bhatt  UA 
Clint Boylan  UA 
Cody Canyon  UA 
Alyssa Cudiamat  UA 
Katie De La Torre  UA 
Brianne Duncan Fiore  UA 
Jessica Giacchetto  UA 
Kenton Gott  UA 
Alexandra Greenberg  UA 
Parker Guidry  UA 
Jude Hansen  UA 
Andrew Hubbard  UA 
Aaron Latterell  UA 
Adam Marcantoni  UA 
John Marshall  UA 
Ryan McBride  UA 
Ryan McCrary  UA 
Henry McGinniss  UA 
Tanner Munson  UA 
Samantha Murray  UA 
Shannon Nishi  UA 

Action Arts 08/24/2011
Scot Mann Charles Coyl
Mary Carr  QS SMS 
Ashley Eckersly  BS BSS KN QS SMS 
Rachel Gelfeld  BSS QS SS SMS UA 
Kelly Martin  BS BSS KN QS SS SMS UA 
Nicholas Santana  BS BSS KN QS SS SMS UA 
Russel Sorrow  BS SS UA 

University of Houston, 
School of Theatre & Dance 09/05/2011
Matthew E. Ellis Brian Byrnes
Jason Armit Jacki B. Armit
Leraldo Anzaldua
Brian Hamlin  QS UA 
Ann Harlan  SS 
Stewart Hawley  RD SMS 
Miranda Herbert  QS SS UA 
Alan Hutton  BS 
Kalob Martinez  QS SMS 
David Reed  QS UA 

BASSC 09/26/2011
John Mcfarland Mark Guinn
Bret Yount
Stuart Boother  BSS KN 
Alexander Capon  BSS KN 
Yarit Dor  BSS RD 
Rob England  BSS KN 
Florian Federl  BSS KN 
Valentine Ogier-Galland  BSS KN 
Enric Ortuno  BSS RD 
Jamie Rogers  BSS KN 
Elizabeth Talbot  BSS KN RD 
Gary Taylor  BSS KN 
Juan Vilato  BSS KN 
Andrei Zayats  RD 

Louisiana Tech University 11/12/2011
Mark Guinn Brian Byrnes
Holly Bricker  SS 
Thomas Comb  SS 
Sidney Davis  SS 
Matthew Ferguson  SS 
Ryan Ferrebee  SS 
Ryan Gentry  SS 
Alicia Goodman  SS 
Jake Guinn  BSS QS SS SMS 
Kelsey Mardis  SS 
Sara Murdock  SS 
Rachael Pace  SS 
Henry Pittman  SS 
Benjamin porch  SS SMS 
Christopher Tamez  BSS QS SS SMS 
Payton Wilburn  SS 

Drake University 11/20/2011
Michael Johnson Michael Chin
Brian LeTraunik Paul Dennhardt
Danette Baker  KN SMS 
Melissa Bennett  KN 
Melissa Freilich  KN 
Sara Hodges  SS 
Craig Lawrence  BSS 
Xiang Xiang Liew  KN 
Steve Looten  KN 
Tonya Lynn  SS 
Alex Miller  BSS SMS 
Adam Rath  BSS KN 
Amie Root  SMS 
Steven Schwall  BSS 
Chris Sik  BSS 
Jason Tipsword  BSS SMS 

Stage Combat Deutschland/Action Arts 11/28/2011
Scot Mann Charles Coyl
Frank Burkhardt  KN 
Mary Carr  BS BSS KN RD UA 

Tecumseh! 07/20/2011
Jenny Male Mark Guinn
Scot Mann
Holly Allen  QS 
Matthew Baldoni  QS 
Sarah Beeson  QS SS UA 
Josh Burke  QS SS 
Noah Busman  QS 
Destry Cloud  QS 
Lee Crouse  BSS RD SS SMS 
Jon Cullison  QS 
Trevyn Cunningham  QS 
Ben Donnel  QS 
Michael Frame  RD 
James Henry  QS RD UA 
Josh Holley  QS 
Evan Jackson  QS 
Becca Kravitz  QS 
Scott Latham  QS 
John Long  QS 
Steve Looten  QS SS 
Shelly Riggs  QS 
Chris Smith  QS RD 
Will Snyder  QS 
Travis Welch  QS 

Horn in the West 07/31/2011
Mark Guinn k. Jenny Jones
Robert Aronowitz  BS BSS KN 
Matthew Bass  RD SMS UA 
Brianna Case  BS SS UA 
Allison Collins  RD UA 
Chris Conner  RD UA 
Molly Donahue  BSS QS 
Vandi Enzor  RD UA 
Dawn Gottliab  BS SS 
Ryan Harr  RD UA 
Jeff Hatley  BSS 
Teresa Lee  KN SS 
Jon Meyer  BS BSS KN 
Owen Nichols  BSS QS 
Carrie Poh  RD 
Cassie Prodan  RD UA 
Andrew Ray  BS BSS KN SMS UA 
Matthew Schmidt  RD UA 
Joshua Simpson  RD UA 
Jason Tate  BS BSS KN SMS UA 
Grace Varland  RD UA 
Timothy Whitson  RD UA 
Evan Wilson  RD UA 
Suzanna Ziko  RD UA 

Colorado Shakespeare Festival 08/12/2011
Mr. Geoffrey Kent Richard Ryan
Benaiah Anderson  SS 
Benjamin Bonenfant  SS 
Jenn Calvano  SS 
Tom Coiner  SS 
RJ Conley  SS 
Carey Folbrecht  SS 
Chris Kendall  SS 
Scott Leslie  SS 
Megan McDermott  SS 
Tony Vo  SS 
Emme Watkins  SS 

Rockland Community College 08/20/2011
J. David Brimmer Charles Coyl
Sterling Swann
Stavros Adamides  SMS UA 
Patrick Birmingham  QS SS SMS UA 
Kristian Comer  SMS UA 
Maria DiCara  SMS UA 
Phineas Lunger  SMS UA 
Matthew Masiello  QS SS SMS UA 
Elizabeth Meisenzahl  QS SS SMS UA 
Maggie O’Rourke  SMS UA 
Christopher Plummer  QS SS SMS 
Trevor Swann  QS 
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Michelle Ogden UA 
Amos Omer  UA 
Mary-Margaret Roberts  UA 
Timothy Sullivan  UA 
Jennifer(Jay) Sushka  UA 

Columbia College Chicago 12/14/2011
John Mcfarland Richard Ryan
Milo Chan  BS RD UA 
Megan Chaperone  BS RD UA 
Susannah Corrington  BS RD UA 
Kate Gerston  BS RD UA 
Rey Diego Gomez  BS RD UA 
Raphael Hernandez-Roulet  BS RD UA 
Nick Hribar  BS RD UA 
John Mobley  BS RD UA 
Eddie Reynolds  BS RD UA 
Alexander Schiff  BS RD UA 
Sasha Smith  BS RD UA 
Andrea Soule  BS RD UA 

Paradise Valley Community College 12/14/11
Andrea Robertson Charles Coyl
Jon Baez  QS UA 
Cole Cavolo  QS UA 
Matthew Compton  QS UA 
Sky Donovan  QS UA 
Kiersten Drosos  QS UA 
Eric Freeman  QS UA 
Alexander Hansen  QS UA 
Chase Jeffries  QS UA 
Katie Jones  QS UA 
Cameron Lloyd  QS UA 
Sean O’Connell  QS UA 
Jacob Poleviyuma  QS UA 
Christopher Ramos  QS UA 
DeAnna Zaccaria  QS UA 
Shannon Zavesky  QS UA 

Columbia College Chicago 12/15/11
David Woolley Richard Ryan
Nathan Allen  BSS KN SMS 
Monica Gilley  BSS KN SMS 
Grace Gimpel  BSS KN SMS 
Chloe Goddard  BSS KN SMS 
Savannah Kruzner  BSS KN SMS 
Elizabeth Kummer  BSS KN SMS 
John Pagano  BSS KN SMS 
Benjamin Peterson  BSS KN SMS 
Aydan Quinn  BSS KN SMS 
Tyler Vaughn  BSS KN SMS 
Johnathan Wallace  BSS KN SMS 
Kai Young  BSS KN SMS 

Columbia College Chicago 12/15/2011
David Yondorf Richard Ryan

Jay Burckhardt
Peter Ash  BS RD UA 
Sally Audisho  BS RD UA 
Alexandra Fry  BS RD UA 
Kim Fukawa  BSS SMS 
Jordan Jansen  BS RD UA 
Liz Kummer  RD UA 
Samantha McDonald  BSS SMS 
Kein Onickel  BS RD UA 
Ben Peterson  BS 

Maryland Shakespeare Festival 12/15/11
John Bellomo J. Suddeth
Erin Branigan  RD 
Colby Codding  RD 
Steven Hoochuk  RD 
Emily Karol  RD 
Bess Kaye  RD 
John Kelso  RD 
Charlie Retzlaff  RD 
Jonathan Rubin  RD 
Teresa Spencer  RD 
Jonathan Taylor  RD 

Megan McDermott  UA 
Auburn Meisner  UA 
James Miller  UA 
Andrew Nelson UA 
Joshua Newton  UA 
Jared Norman  UA 
Emme Watkins  SMS UA 

University of Virginia 12/11/2011
Marianne Kubik Richard Ryan
Lauren Chilton  RD 
Tyler Forrest  RD UA 
Mia Joshi  RD UA 
Max Krembs  RD UA 
Matthew Minnicino  RD UA 
Louise Mittelman  RD UA 
Emily Price  RD 
Daniel Prillaman  RD UA 
Gavin Rohrer  RD UA 
Paul Truitt  RD UA 

Adelphi University 12/12/2011
Ray A. Rodriguez Michael Chin
Taylor Abreu  UA 
Caitlin Belforti  UA 
Amy Bettina  UA 
Tiffany Bux  UA 
Amber Ciccione  UA 
Richard Corragio  UA 
Marisa DalPiaz  RD 
Lisa Gaylord  UA 
Amanda Geraci  UA 
Alix Golden  UA 
Shinice Hemmings  UA 
Luke Hofmaier  RD 
Jillian Kerkhoff  RD 
Elizabeth Kirk  RD 
Armand Lane  UA 
John Maddaloni  UA 
Melissa Marengo  UA 
Matthew Marteney  RD 
Nicholas Moneta  UA 
Daska Navia  UA 
Caitlyn Piccirillo  UA 
Alexandra Porter  UA 
Mike Toperzer  RD 
Stephen Zuccaro  UA 

Sarah Lawrence College 12/12/11
Sterling Swann J. David Brimmer
Cassandra Andrus  UA 
Hailey Bachrach  UA 
Tiffany Chen  UA 
Jonathan Culver  QS UA 
Will Duffield  QS UA 
Emily Johnson  UA 
Finn Kilgore  QS 
Monica Lerch  QS UA 
Emma Lipschutz  QS UA 
Moshe Maizels  UA 
Jeremy Pearson  QS UA 
Robert Rappoport  QS UA 
Alanna Shafer  UA 
Alex Shifman  QS UA 
Julia Sinclair  QS 
Arielle Strauss  QS 

Western Illinois University 12/13/11
D.C. Wright Richard Ryan
Mark Anderson  UA 
Andrew Behling  UA 
Nathan Bush  UA 
Brooke Edwards  UA 
Magdalene Ellsworth  UA 
Jonathon Gatesman  UA 
Tommy Iafrate  UA 
Kody Jones  UA 
Michelle Limon  UA 

Robert Oda  UA 
James Romney  UA 
Natalie Sallee  UA 
David Schlumpf  UA 
Molly Siler  UA 
Ryan Stajmiger  UA 
Alison Sweat  UA 

Denver Center Theatre Academy 12/10/2011
Mr. Geoffrey Kent Dale Anthony Girard
Stuart Barr  SMS 
Corrie Benton  SMS 
Melinda Gross  SMS 
Debe Hultgren  SMS 
Susan Lyles  SMS 
Seth Maisel  SMS 
Janet Noble  SMS 
Luke Terry  SMS 
Julie Wolf  SMS 

Frostburg State University/
Savage Mountain Stage Combat Club 12/10/2011
Darrell Rushton Mark Guinn
Christine Barry  UA 
Hannah Blankenbeckler  UA 
Mark Bowling  QS UA 
Eric Brown  UA 
Peregrine Herlinger  UA 
Greg Issacs  UA 
Craig Lawrence  QS UA 

Muhlenberg College 12/10/2011
Michael Chin J. David Brimmer
Kyle Appleton KN
Jeremy Borut  KN
Andrew Clark  KN
Anna Devoe  KN
Sarah Franzel  KN
Patrick Gambuti  KN
Eric Hedden  KN
Mark McGillivray  KN
Harrison Merck  KN
Christopher Miller  KN
James Morgan  KN
Ethan Sachs  KN
Amanda Smith  KN
William Truscott  KN
Benjamin Wald  KN
Michael Walsh  KN

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs 12/10/2011
Mr. Geoffrey Kent Dale Anthony Girard
Steven Cowan  UA 
Haley Hunsaker  UA 
Tracy Hunziker  UA 
Dana Kjeldsen  UA 
Christopher Medina  UA 
Marie Meno  UA 
Shawn Newby  UA 
Christian O’Shaughnessy  UA 
Charles Redding  UA 
Stephen Siebert  UA 
Donald Trujillo  UA 
Carmen Vreeman  UA 

OnStage 12/11/2011
Mr. Geoffrey Kent Dale Anthony Girard
Benaiah Anderson  SMS UA 
Caroline Berry  UA 
RJ Conley  SMS UA 
Katherine Cross  UA 
Nicole Dreistadt  UA 
Rya Dyes  UA 
Dylan Hamilton  UA 
Barret Harper  UA 
Tucker Johnston  UA 
Geoffrey Kent  SMS UA 
Daniel Leonard  UA 
Scott Leslie  SMS UA 
Brigid Magee  UA 
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Moira Quigley KN UA 
Matt Russak  KN UA 
Alexandra Smith  KN UA 
Sarah Turocy  KN UA 

Asolo Conservatory for Actor 
Training/Florida State University 12/18/2011
Robert Westley Dale Anthony Girard
Sarah Brown  UA 
Kelly Campbell  UA 
Jacob Cooper  UA 
Jesse Dornan  UA 
Joseph McGranaghan  UA 
Brittany Proia  UA 
Brendan Ragan  UA 
Francisco Rodriguez  UA 
Lindsay Tornquist  UA 
Erin Whitney  UA 
Christopher Williams  UA 
Zak Wilson  UA 

Private Class 12/18/11
Brian LeTraunik Charles Coyl
Jessie Mutz  UA 

SUNY Fredonia 12/18/11
Steve Vaughan J. Suddeth
Daniel Astacio  UA 
Jacob Bradley  UA 
Vaughn Butler  UA 
Sarah Flanagan  UA 
Nick Gerwitz  UA 
Sophia Howes  UA 
Deanna Jelardi  UA 
Rhiannon LaCross  UA 
Kelsey Rispin  UA 
Hannah Roccisano  UA 
Jessica Sabatini  UA 
Chris Wiacek  UA 
Jazmin Williams  UA 

Fight or Flight Academy 12/20/11
Michael John Anderson Scot Mann
Christopher Sik  KN 
Mike Speck  KN UA 

Nestor Lopez  UA 
Mohamed Mamdouh  UA 
Katherine Martinez  UA 
Kendrin Pena  UA 
Lamont Richardson  UA 
Deshawn Wyatte  UA 

Illinois State University Skill Proficiency 
Test/Skills Renewal Test 12/16/11
Paul Dennhardt Charles Coyl
Anthony Ballweg  RD 
Diana Christopher  BSS 
Mitch Conti  RD 
Elizabeth Dillard  RD 
Trace Gamache  RD 
Evan Henderson  RD 
Frank Huber  RD 
Alex Kostner  RD 
Gaby Labotka  RD 
Chase Leynaud  RD 
Becky Miller  RD 
Tony Pelligreno  RD 
Sarah Putts  RD 
Matty Robinson  RD 
Dustin Rothbart  RD 
Terri Whisenhunt  RD 

Private Classes 12/17/11
John Tovar Charles Coyl
Ed Dawson  BS 
Kim Fukawa  BS 
David Gonzalez  BS SMS 
Shane Hill  BS 
Zev Steinberg  BS 
Nicole Zare  BS SMS 

University of Pittsburgh 12/17/11
Michael Mueller J. Suddeth
Claire Dempsey  KN UA 
Nikkole Fisher  KN UA 
Joanna Getting  KN UA 
Emily Gray  KN UA 
Shane Jordan  KN UA 
Tonya Lynn  UA 
Michael Magliocca  KN UA 
Chelsea McCune  KN UA 
Michelle Minarcin  KN UA 
Samantha Murray  KN UA 
Dillon Narry  KN UA 

New York University 12/15/11
Dan O’Driscoll Michael Chin
Trevor Buteau  BS UA 
Gabriel Carli-Jones  BS 
Ryan Ettinger  BS 
Kevin Gall  BS UA 
Melanie Glickman  BS 
John Gutierrez  UA 
Parishrut Juneja  BS 
Gabriel Milligan-Green  BS 
Sam Ogilvie  UA 
Karsten Otto  UA 
James Patterson  UA 
Katlin Polin  BS 
Michael Puckett  BS 
Thomas Schutz  UA 
Devin Semrow  UA 
Carlotta Summers  BS 
Jason Suran  BS 
Zachary Szofer  BS 
Tomas Virgadula  UA 
Abigail Wahl  UA 

University of South Alabama 12/15/11
T. Fulton Burns Scot Mann
Jack Bradsell  KN UA 
Matthew Brewer  KN UA 
William Clark  KN UA 
Carlo Freda IV  KN UA 
Paul Furlong  KN UA 
Kelly Houk  KN UA 
Benjamin Jacobs  KN UA 
Barrett Johnson  KN UA 
Marisa Jones  KN UA 
Christina McCarty  KN UA 
Devin Patrick  KN UA 
Jessica Stowe  KN UA 
Gray West  KN UA 
Andrew Willis  KN UA 

City College of New York 12/16/11
Denise Alessandra Hurd Michael Chin
Nur Afsar  UA 
Victor Almanzar  UA 
Alessandro Barbarotto  UA 
Branden Baskin  UA 
Jonathan Cruz  UA 
Roberto Guzman  UA 

Those who meet or exceed 
the standards of the 
safd‘s skills proficiency 
Test are listed in the put 
to the Test section of The 
Fight Master in order to 
give proper recognition 
to the hard work that 
goes into each test. 
however, pttT is a work 
in progress and errors 
may occur in the entry 
of data. if an inaccuracy 
is detected please notify 
the editor-in-Chief so that 
the discrepacy can be 
rectified and proper credit 
restored to the deserving 
party.The creators of 
this publication take the 
accomplishments of their 
fellow combatants very 
seriously and wish to show 
that by representing the 
most accurate information 
possible.
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advanced actor Combatant
Any individual who is current in six of eight 
SAFD disciplines, of which at least three 
(3) must be recommended passes and is 
a member in good standing. The SAFD 
acknowledges Advanced Actor Combatants 
as highly skilled performers of staged 
fighting.

fight master
Individuals who have successfully fulfilled 
the requirements of Fight Master as 
established and published by the Governing 
Body and awarded recognition by the current 
body of Fight Masters (College of Fight 
Masters). Individuals must be members 
in good standing and engage in continued 
active service to the Society.

friend
One need not be a stage fighter, teacher,  
or choreographer to join and be active  
in the SAFD. Any individual who has an 
interest in the stage combative arts who 
wants to keep abreast of the field and  
receive all the benefits of memberships  
may join as a friend.

Certified teacher
Any individual who has successfully 
completed the SAFD Teacher Certification 
Workshop. These individuals are endorsed 
by the Society to teach staged combat and 
may teach the SAFD Skills Proficiency Test.

actor Combatant
Any individual who has passed an SAFD 
Skills Proficiency Test and is current in 
Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger (or Single 
Sword), and another discipline. The SAFD 
considers Actor/Combatants to be proficient 
in performing staged combat safely and 
effectively.

fight Director
Any individual who has held the status 
of Certified Teacher of the SAFD for 
a minimum of three years and has 
demonstrated through work in the 
professional arena a high level of expertise 
as a teacher and choreographer of staged 
combat. These individuals are endorsed by 
the Society to direct and/or choreograph 
incidents of physical violence.

is a publication of
The Society of American Fight Directors
The Society of American Fight Directors is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to promoting safety and fostering 
excellence in the art of directing stage combat/theatrical violence. The SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of 
service to the field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards of quality, providing education and training, 
promoting scholarly research, and encouraging communication and collaboration throughout the entertainment industry.

The SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight Director, Certified Teacher, 
Advanced Actor/Combatant, Actor/Combatant and Friend. SAFD members have staged or acted in countless numbers of 
fight scenes for live theatre, film, and television.

Through its training programs across the United States, the SAFD has schooled thousands of individuals in the 
necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective stage combat.

FıghtMasterThe

The Journal of the Society of American Fight Directors

FıghtMasterThe

FightMaster
The Journal of the Society of American Fight Directors

governing Body
President
CHuCk COYL
Chicago, IL
(773) 764-3825
president@safd.org

Fight Master 
Repesentative
RICHARD RYAN
London, UK
(310) 904-0109
FMRep@safd.org

Vice President
JOHN TOVAR
Geneva, IL
(630) 330-4293
vice-president 
@safd.org

Fight Director 
Representative
GEOFFREY kENT
Denver, CO
(307) 877-2670
FDRep@safd.org

Secretary
H. RuSS BROWN
Whitehouse, TX
(903) 360-1026
secretary@safd.org

Certified Teacher 
Representative
DC WRIGHT
Macomb, IL
(309) 333-3438
CTRep@safd.org

Treasurer
LEE SOROkO
Miami, FL
(305) 284-9206
treasurer@safd.org

Mid America
MIkE SPECk
Winona, MN
MARegRep@safd.org

Directory
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Coordinator
H. RuSS BROWN
Whitehouse, TX
(903) 360-1026
RegRepCoord@safd.org

New England
ROBERT NAJARIAN
Cambridge, MA
(617) 413-7817
NERegRep@safd.org

Great Lakes
ADAM NOBLE
Bloomington, IN
GLRegRep@safd.org

Rocky Mountain
BENAIAH 
ANDERSON
Denver, CO
(785) 776-4590
RMRegRep@safd.org

East Central
RAY RODRIGuEZ
Far Rockaway, NY
(646) 373-8106
ECRegRep@safd.org

Southwest
MATTHEW E. ELLIS
Norman, OK
(405) 204-7156
SWRegRep@safd.org

Northwest
HEIDI WOLF
Seattle, WA
(206) 548-9653 
NWRegRep@safd.org

Southeast
JOHN CASHMAN
Clermont, FL
H: (352) 394-8522
C: (352) 208-2449
SERegRep@safd.org

Mid America
DANETTE BAkER
Wichita, KS
(316) 737-0506
MARegRep@safd.org

Pacific West
TRAVIS SIMS
Glendale, CA
(312) 282-9296
PWRegRep@safd.org

International
BRET YOuNT
London UK
44-020-8881-1536
IntlRegRep@safd.org

Fight Master Emeritus
DAVID BOuSHEY
Everett, WA
(425) 290-9973
BUSHMAN4@prodigy.net

Fight Master Emeritus
J.D. MARTINEZ
Lexington, VA
H: (540) 463-3756
W: (540) 463-8005
martinezj@wlu.edu

GEOFFREY ALM
Seattle, WA
H: (206) 365-3870
C: (206) 920-1047
gbald@juno.com

J. DAVID BRIMMER
Yardley, PA
(347) 512-3932
jdavidbrimmer@aol.com

BRIAN BYRNES
Houston, TX
(713) 743-1788
BByrnes@UH.edu

MICHAEL G. CHIN
New York, NY
(546) 246-4061
mikechin@
thestagecombat.com

CHuCk COYL
Chicago, IL
(773) 764-3825
chuckcoyl@prodigy.net

DREW FRACHER
Highland Heights, KY
(859) 760-6230
vern10th@fuse.net

ERIk FREDRICkSEN
Ann Arbor, MI
H: (313) 944-0116
W: (734) 647-6231
hannis@umich.edu

DALE ANTHONY
GIRARD
Kernersville, NC
(336) 993-3255
FightGuy@earthlink.net
dgirard@NCARTS.edu

MARk “RAT” GuINN
Ruston, LA
(318) 614-1636
mdg.ct@mac.com

k. JENNY JONES
Cincinnati, OH
kj_jones@msn.com

DAVID LEONG
Richmond, VA
W: (804) 828-1514
Service: (212) 382-3535
dsleong@vcu.edu

SCOT MANN
Macon, GA
(478)742-7305
scotmann 
@stagecombat.com 
www.stagecombat.com

RICHARD RAETHER
Rockford, IL
(815) 962-6579
rraether@mac.com
www.rraether.com

IAN ROSE
Philadelphia, PA
(215) 468-8008
Rosei@arcadia.edu

RICHARD RYAN
C: +44 7973-195887 UK
C: (310) 904-0109 US
richard@stagefight.com
www.stagefight.com

J. ALLEN SuDDETH
Glen Ridge, NJ
H: (973) 748-5697
C: (973) 223-5056
nyfgtdirctr@aol.com

DAVID WOOLLEY
Chicago, IL
C: (312) 560-5448
W: (312) 344-6123
guido@theswordsmen.com
 dwoolley@colum.edu
www.theswordsmen.com

regional representatives

College of fight masters
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fight Directors
JASON ARMIT
Atlanta, GA
(404) 964-1957
armit@stagecombat.com
www.stagecombat.com

JOHN BELLOMO
Philadelphia, PA
H: (215) 334-1814
C: (215) 262-1591
jvbellomo@verizon.net

PAYSON BuRT
North Hollywood, CA
H: (818) 997-3356
C: (818) 694-5550
Payson@4lafa.org
www.4lafa.org

Emeritus
DAN CARTER
State College, PA
H: (814) 867-1803
W: (814) 865-7586
dhc4@psu.edu

JAMIE CHEATHAM
Pewaukee, WI
(262) 595-2522
swordman@wi.rr.com
jamie.cheatham@uwp.edu

CHARLES CONWELL
Chester Springs, PA
H: (610) 827-7707
W: (215) 717-6454
CConwell@uarts.edu

PAuL DENNHARDT
Stanford, IL
(309) 392-2300
chefprd@aol.com
prdennh@ilstu.edu

DExTER FIDLER
San Francisco, CA
(415) 810-3476
dexfid@yahoo.com

BRENT GIBBS
Tucson, AZ
H: (520) 622-2143
W: (520) 621-9402
BrentG@U.Arizona.edu

Emeritus 
MICHAEL
JEROME JOHNSON
New York, NY
(202) 258-1177
mj2rd@yahoo.com

JEFF A.R. JONES
Raleigh, NC
H: (919) 325-2842
C: (919) 539-7476
jarjones@nc.rr.com

COLLEEN kELLY
Staunton, VA
(540) 885-4078
colleen@american 
shakespearecenter.com

GEOFFREY kENT
Denver, CO
(303) 877-2670
geoffrey@thefightguy.com
www.thefightguy.com

RICHARD LANE
San Francisco, CA
(415) 957-3622
ricl@pacbell.com

BRuCE LECuRE
Miami, FL
C: (305) 903-9250
W: (305) 284-5683
Blecure@aol.com
Blecure@miami.edu

MIkE MAHAFFEY
Hollywood, CA
(818) 749-8393
mike_mahaffey 
@hotmail.com

ROBERT 
MACDOuGALL
Seattle, WA
(206) 522-2201
clanrdmacd@aol.com
rmacdougall7@hotmail.
com

JOHN MCFARLAND
Brookfield, IL
(708) 955-8767
mcfarland.john@
sbcglobal.net

DR. ROBIN 
MCFARquHAR
Urbana, IL
H: (217) 337-0099
W: (217) 333-1659
rmcfarqu@uiuc.edu

TIM PINNOW
Las Cruces, NM
H: (505) 647-2667
W: (217) 333-1659
Tpinnow@NMSU.edu

RON PIRETTI
New York, NY
(917) 385-9750
ron.piretti@gmail.com

RICkI G. RAVITTS
New York, NY
(212) 874-7408
rickifights@yahoo.com

NICOLAS SANDYS
Chicago, IL
(773) 274-0581
Voice: (773) 398-3034
npullin@depaul.edu

JOHN TOVAR
Geneva, IL
(630) 330-4293
john_tovar@sbcglobal.net

CHRISTINA 
TRAISTER
Eaton Rapids, MI
(310) 213-2558
traimez@gmail.com

JOSEPH TRAVERS
New York, NY
(212) 726 2400
swordplay98 
@hotmail.com

ROBERT “TINk” 
TuFTEE
Brooklyn, NY
(718) 788-4957
Tink@fights4.com
www.fights4.com

STEVEN VAuGHAN
Alexander, NY
(716) 474-1160
svsv55@yahoo.com

ROBERT WESTLEY
Hempstead, NY
(617) 620-5057
dpwestley@yahoo.com

JACk YOuNG
Allentown, PA
(610) 336-4805
jackyoung59@hotmail.com
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LACY ALTWINE
North Hollywood, CA
(818) 749-8394
lacy_altwine 
@hotmail.com

AARON ANDERSON
Richmond, VA
(804) 683-3483
adanderson@vcu.edu

MICHAEL JOHN 
ANDERSON
Bloomington, MN
(612) 759-9711
JackMikeAnderson 
@gmail.com

LERALDO ANZALDuA
Houston, TX
(281) 732-4708
leraldo_a 
@hotmail.com

JONATHAN BACA
Dayton, OH
(513) 295-4788
feedge@yahoo.com

TIM BELL
Orlando, FL
(954) 401-3445
stuntbell@earthlink.net

JACkI BLAkENEY
Chapel Hill, NC
(404) 408-2221
Jacki@stagecombat.com
www.stagecombat.com

ANGELA BONACASA
Castine, ME
(207) 326-4381
goodhouse@hotplate.us

IAN BORDEN
Lincoln, NE
(402) 472-1601
iborden2@unl.edu

BOB BORWICk
Seattle, WA
(206) 683-2267
bobbyborwick 
@yahoo.com

JAMES N. BROWN
Wyomissing, PA
(267) 258-2341
JNBrown12153@aol.com

H. RuSS BROWN
Whitehouse, TX
(903) 360-1026
rbrown@lonmorris.edu

JAY BuRCkHARDT
Chicago, IL
(312) 450-4173
jburcks@yahoo.com

T. FuLTON BuRNS
Mobile, AL
(251) 460-6305
t_fulton_burns 
@yahoo.com

JOHN CASHMAN
Clermont, FL
(352) 394-8522
johncashman@cfl.rr.com

GINA 
CERIMELE-MECHLEY
Cincinnati, OH
(513) 200-5866
swordlady@zoomtown.
com

JONATHAN COLE
Salem, OR
(503) 999-4709
jon@revengearts.com
www.revengearts.com

J. ALEx CORDARO
Philadelphia, PA
(267) 496-1497
jalexcord@yahoo.com

BRuCE CROMER
Yellow Springs, OH
(937) 775-2430
bruce.cromer@wright.edu
brucecromer.com/
BruceCromerHomePage 
.html

TED DECHATELET
McMinnville, OR
(503) 560-0636
ted@revengearts.com
www.revengearts.com

CHRISTOPHER DuVAL
Moscow, ID
(208) 310-2828
cduval@uidaho.edu

ROBERT RADkOFF Ek
Tallahassee, FL
(850) 645-1956
rek@fsu.edu

MATTHEW E. ELLIS
Norman, OK
(405) 325-6053
mellis@ou.edu

BRIAN DAVID EVANS
Athens, OH
323-397-4952
evansb1@ohio.edu

AL FOOTE III
New York, NY
(917) 710-1226
alfoote3@gmail.com

TIZA GARLAND
Gainesville, FL
(407) 256-9215
TizaG1@aol.com

DR. STEPHEN GRAY
Geneva, IL
(847) 214-7472
sgray@Elgin.edu

ROBERT HAMILTON
Glendale, CA
(310) 367-7396
ftnv@charter.net

ANDREW HAYES
Greencastle, IN
(765) 658-4596
amhayes@depauw.edu

MICHAEL HOOD
Indiana, PA
(724) 357-2282
mhood@iup.edu

SPENCER HuMM
Burke, VA
(703) 626-8572
slashm@aol.com

ROBB HuNTER
Fairfax, VA
(917) 604-3008
robbhunter@
preferredarms.com
www.preferredarms.com

DENISE ALESSANDRIA 
HuRD
New York, NY
(212) 243-4867
DAHurd2000 
@gmail.com

JONATHAN JOLLY
Waco, TX
jonathancjolly@gmail.com

CASEY D kALEBA
Washington, DC
(703) 568-7657
casey.kaleba 
@earthlink.net

DR. MICHAEL 
kIRkLAND
Chesapeake, VA
(757) 226-4730
michhil@regent.edu

MARIANNE kuBIk
Charlottesville, Virginia
(434) 825-1071
marianne@virginia.edu

MICHELLE LADD
Los Angeles, CA
(818) 438-8342
HRHmladd@aol.com

BILL LENGFELDER
Rockwall, TX
(972) 771-4677
lengfeld@mail.smu.edu

BRIAN LETRAuNIk
Macomb, IL
(773) 805-0926
brian.letraunik@gmail.com

Certified teachers
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GREGG C. LLOYD
Newport News, VA
(757) 594-8793
glloyd@cnu.edu

JENNIFER M. MALE
Columbia, MD
(410) 428-5482
female_fights@yahoo.com

NEIL MASSEY
Brookfield, IL
(708) 485-2089
neil@roguesteel.com

JILL MATARELLI-
CARLSON
Greenville, NC
(252) 412-7887
carlsonj@ecu.edu

ADAM MCLEAN
Boston, MA
(804) 938-2222
mcleanadamb@gmail.com

MICHAEL MuELLER
Pittsburgh, PA
(208) 570 3096
mjmueller3@aol.com

DOuGLAS MuMAW
Statesville, NC
(540) 421-3624
drmumaw@gmail.com

ROBERT NAJARIAN
Cambridge, MA
(617) 413-7817
neregrep@safd.org

ADAM NOBLE
Bloomington, IN
(812) 272-4148
dynamicpresence 
@mac.com

MARTIN NOYES
Irvine, CA
(949) 400-4816
bignoyes@hotmail.com

DAN O’DRISCOLL
New York, NY
(646) 228-6878
Dan35051@aol.com

Emeritus 
MARk OLSEN
New York, NY
(646) 548-9871
Meo1005@aol.com

DONALD PRESTON
Exeter UK
(651) 645-2093
theyfight@yahoo.com

CARA ELIZABETH 
RAWLINGS
Blacksburg, VA
(540) 449-2877
poplife38@hotmail.com

ANDREA ROBERTSON
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 384-7775
andrea@fightcall.com

RAY A. RODRIGuEZ
Far Rockaway, NY
(646) 373-8106
ranthrod66@yahoo.com

DARRELL RuSHTON
Frostburg, MD
(301) 687-4487
dsrushton@frostburg.edu
www.frostburg.edu/dept/
theatre/index.htm

JOHN PAuL 
SCHEIDLER
Staunton, VA
(646) 337-7124
jpdoe@earthlink.net

EDWARD “TED” 
SHARON
Fredonia, NY
(716) 673-3597
tlsharon@hotmail.com

HARRIS SMITH
Lincoln, NE
hsmith2@unl.edu

LEE SOROkO
Miami, FL
(305) 284-9206
lsoroko@miami.edu

k.C. STAGE
New York, NY
(859) 492-8215
kcstage@hotmail.com

JIM STARk
Hanover, IN
(812) 866-7262
stark@hanover.edu

PAuL STEGER
Lincoln, NE
(402) 304-3541
psteger2@unl.edu

ELIZABETH STYLES
Chicago, IL
combat-ebeth 
@comcast.net

STERLING SWANN
Putnam Valley, NY
sswann9@aol.com

BRAD WALLER
Springfield, VA
(571) 334-7060
GlobeFG@aol.com

ROBERT WALSH
West Newton, MA
(617) 244-9656
robertwalsh@rcn.com

HEIDI WOLF
Seattle, WA
(206) 548-9653
nwregrep@safd.org

D.C. WRIGHT
Macomb, IL
(309) 333-3438
DC-Wright@wiu.edu

MIkE YAHN
New York, NY
(832) 928-7577
yahn.mike@gmail.com
www.mikeyahn.com

DAVID YONDORF
Chicago, IL
davidyondorf 
@hotmail.com

BRET YOuNT
London UK
44-020-8881-1536
swordsman 
@compuserve.com
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